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ABSTRACT 
 

Nearly 70 years later, the 1947 Partition of India remains relevant, continues to be 

written about, and demonstrates the lasting corollaries of such violence. This study 

examines the disabled, gendered, and violated postcolonial body in Salman Rushdie’s 

Shame (1983) and Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking India (1991), originally published in India as 

Ice-Candy Man (1988). Shame and Cracking India remain entryways into exploring the 

political, cultural, and economic dynamics of the preceding and subsequent violence of 

the 1947 Partition of India. Rushdie and Sidhwa’s literary renderings of Partition and 

Pakistani/Indian politics utilize disability as a method to demonstrate the severing of a 

nation and Indian and Pakistani identities. Additionally, Rushdie and Sidhwa reveal the 

interconnected nature of gender, honor, shame, and violence. Writing within political and 

economic complexities that extend far beyond 1947, Rushdie and Sidhwa demonstrate 

how literature remains a cultural production tangled in capitalistic mechanisms that 

propel the global literary marketplace. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Partition of India was not only a political border division separating India from 

Pakistan, but also the division between religions such as Hinduism and Islam, ethnic 

groups such as Punjab and Bengali, Indian and Pakistani nationalities, and as a result, 

division of communities. The UN Refugee Agency estimates Partition in 1947, still 

considered the largest mass-migration in history, displaced an estimated fourteen million 

people and although exact numbers cannot be calculated at least one million civilians 

died in associated violence.1 Muslim fears that Hindus would dominate an independent 

India strengthened the demand for a separate homeland.  British educated barrister and 

member of the Muslim League, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, supported a division of land for 

Hindus and Sikhs and another for Muslims.2 However, Jawaharlal Nehru of the Congress 

Party, along with Mahatma Gandhi, opposed Jinnah’s vision and argued for a united 

India.3 Migrations continued during the following three decades of nationalist tumult, 

especially with the formation of East Pakistan into Bangladesh in 1971 when there were 

approximately ten million migrants. 4 

Within this historical context, the postcolonial body has roots in Indian and Pakistani 

history specifically entangled in moments of migration, violence, uprising, and culture. 

Attention to the body in South Asian culture and literature spans from the shamed body, 

                                                
1UN Refugee Agency, “Rupture of South Asia” The State of the World’s Refugees 2000: Fifty Years of 
Humanitarian Action, (60-62) 2000 Web. 21 Feb 2016. 
2 For more on Jinnah see B.R. Nanda’s Road to Pakistan: The Life and Times of Mohammad Ali Jinnah 
(2011) and William Metz’s The Political Career of Mohammad Ali Jinnah (2010). 
3 For more on Nehru, consult G. Gopa Kumar’s Nehru and Modern India: An Anatomy of Nation-building 
Additionally, Consult Mushirul Hasan’s Inventing Boundaries: Gender, Politics and the Partition of India. 
(2000). 
4For more, Crispin Bates’ “The Hidden Story of Partition and its Legacy” British Broadcasting 
Corporation. 2011. Web. 21 Feb 2016.  
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sacrifice, death rituals, to bodily adornment and attention to clothing. For example, rape 

of the female body has been used to attack the honor of a community and bring shame to 

families. Regarding sacrifice, notable historical moments involving the physical body 

include Gandhi’s march to the sea as a protest against the British monopoly on salt and 

his hunger strikes against British rule.5 Religious examples range from Muslim practices 

of circumcision, to Hindu rituals for the dead like cremation. These examples reappear 

throughout Partition fiction and specifically underscore the effects and impact of the 1947 

division between India and Pakistan by demonstrating the consistent interconnection with 

the corporeal. 

What follows is an examination of the disabled, gendered, and violated postcolonial 

body in Salman Rushdie’s Shame (1983) and Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking India (1991), 

originally published in India as Ice-Candy Man (1988). 6  Shame and Cracking India 

arguably remain as entryways into exploring the political, cultural, and economic 

dynamics of the preceding and subsequent violence of the 1947 Partition of India. 

                                                
5Although not specifically a discussion of Gandhi’s “march to the sea,” consult Raisur Rahman’s article 
“Gandhi’s Trials and Errors: Experiments in Life and Politics” (2011) for a more in-depth analysis of the 
complexities of Gandhi and his ‘experiments.’ It is important to remember, as Rahman writes, “Gandhian 
politics and Gandhi’s legacy need to be seen in the light of his personal trials and tribulations, his openness 
and political flexibility, rather than by freezing him into only one specific context. His experiments, whether 
repetitive or not, were symbolic of particular demands, needs and motivations of his life and politics and his 
personality deserves to be understood in this spectrum” (130). 
6 Here, I use the term “postcolonial body,” which I will soon discuss and clarify in more detail, However, for 
more on the female postcolonial body consult C.T. Mohanty’s “Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship 
and Colonial Discourses” in Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism (Indiana UP, 1991) and Elleke 
Boehmer’s Stories of Women: Gender and Narrative in the Postcolonial Nation. Specifically, see Boehmer’s 
Chapter 7, “Transfiguring: Colonial Body into Postcolonial Narrative”. NOVEL: A Forum on Fiction 26.3 
(1993): 268–277. On the masculine, leadership, and narrative (the power of autobiographies), see Boehmer’s 
Chapter 4, “The Hero’s Story: The Male Leader’s Autobiography and the Syntax of postcolonial 
Nationalism”. Boehmer suggests, “the autobiography of the (normatively) male leader therefore serves the 
useful purpose of writing the leadership into the nation” (67). 
More on Postcolonial Masculinity, See Derek Stanovsky’s Postcolonial Masculinities (Routledge, 2007) 
and A Man’s World?: Changing Men’s Practices in a Globalized World (especially Introduction by Bob 
Pease and Keith Pringle pp1-18 (Zed Books, 2001) 
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Rushdie and Sidhwa’s literary renderings of Partition and Pakistani/Indian politics reveal 

disability as a method to demonstrate the severing of a nation and Indian and Pakistani 

identities. Additionally, Rushdie and Sidhwa reveal the interconnected nature of gender, 

honor, shame, and violence. Writing within political and economic complexities that 

extend far beyond 1947, Rushdie and Sidhwa demonstrate how literature remains a 

cultural production tangled in capitalistic mechanisms that propel the global literary 

marketplace.7 To appeal to the literary marketplace, Rushdie and Sidhwa clearly utilize 

distinct aesthetic modes. While Rushdie uses magical realism and postmodern self-

reflexivity, Sidhwa adheres to social realism.  Rushdie and Sidhwa’s personas as specific 

kinds of postcolonial writers (Rushdie as celebrity, Sidhwa as localist) and individual 

aesthetic modes, reveal how Rushdie and Sidhwa embed their own commodification 

inside the text. Likewise, the extratextual aspects of Rushdie’s Shame and Sidhwa’s 

Cracking India, such as book cover designs, continue to reveal the exoticism linked to, 

what Sarah Brouillette terms as, postcoloniality’s “touristic-conscience” (15).8  In turn, 

marketing exoticism reveals the mass appeal and desire audiences have to access foreign 

worlds. However, these “foreign” worlds marketed on book cover design often draw from 

stereotyped images of the exotic stemming from the touristic-conscience, as I will soon 

discuss in more detail.  

                                                
7 The global literary marketplace can be defined as the competitive worldwide arena authors write and sell 
their books within. Writers often conform to the literary marketplace in order to be globally recognized. For 
example, Derek Walcott, and especially Rushdie, appeals to the global literary marketplace by alluding to 
the literary cannon. For more, consult Brouillette’s Postcolonial Writers in the Literary Marketplace. 
Brouillette writes: “…the proliferation of postcolonial literatures within the Anglo-American market can be 
explained in part as an aspect of the twinned processes of niche fragmentation and market expansion in the 
global publishing industry” (56). 
8 See Brouillette’s Postcolonial Writers in the Literary Marketplace for see her analysis of strategic 
exoticism pp 5-7, 16, 26-7, 40-3.  
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Antoinette Burton and Tony Ballantyne’s collection Bodies in Contact (2005) and 

Axel Michaels and Christoph Wulf’s Images of the Body in India: South Asian and 

European Perspective Rituals and Performativity (2011), debate the significance of the 

body of the subcontinent through historical studies. For example, they examine the body 

as a locus for cultural encounter, or as Burton and Ballantyne term “the body as contact 

zone,” revealing how analyzing bodies within homes, the marketplace, and schools 

demonstrates how these institutions are all sites of imperial ideologies. Still, the 

collections of essays range across several continents, rather than primarily focusing on 

South Asia. My project fits within current scholarship as it aims to analyze three major 

goals: understanding the context each writer is writing within, analyzing the value 

attached to individuals, and the subsequent impact of nation-building.  

Both Rushdie and Sidhwa fit within the context of other Partition fiction writers. 

South Asian Partition fiction demonstrates the tradition of literary renditions of the 

historical moment that permanently altered the India. Contemporary Indian and Pakistani 

writers have focused on literal and metaphorical disfigurement and disability as 

representations of tearing apart or cracking a nation. Such disfigurements range from 

disease, the psychological, and the social. Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking India (1991) 

originally published as Ice-Candy Man (1988), demonstrates the prevalence of diseases 

like polio. Physical distortion also appears throughout Salman Rushdie’s seminal novel 

Midnight’s Children (1981), as the protagonist Saleem Sinai’s body is described as 

“cracked” and history leaks out of him. Dismemberment like castration occurs in Samina 

Ali’s Madras on Rainy Days (2004), Chaman Nahal’s Azadi (1975), and Khushwant 

Singh’s Train to Pakistan (1956). In Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small Things (1997), 
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Ammu dreams of making love with a one-armed man—inviting images of yet another 

example of India’s mutilation. Manil Suri’s The Death of Vishnu (2001) discusses the 

dying body and intertwines the relationship between dying and religious faith; the 

character’s dispute over who will pay for the dying man’s ambulance. It is a religious 

duty for the characters to help him although there is one key conflict: one is Hindu and 

the other is Muslim (a key tension during Partition). Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small 

Things discusses pedophilia, a major contributor to psychological fragmentation.   Saadat 

Hassan Manto’s “Toba Tek Singh” tells the story of Bishan Singh, a Sikh man suffering 

from psychological breaks and episodes of psychosis in a Lahore asylum. Disabilities are 

not limited to the corporeal as also seen through Sufiya Zinobia’s mental disability in 

Shame.   He is among the men being transferred by the Indian and Pakistani governments 

after the 1947 Partition; yet, when he discovers his Indian hometown, Toba Tek Singh, is 

a part of Pakistan, he refuses to leave the asylum. In another light, Khushwant Singh’s 

Train to Pakistan demonstrates cultural trauma through discussing “ghost trains”.9 Other 

threads throughout Indian/Pakistani fiction demonstrate the connections between bodies 

and literal division of country such as the caste system/caste association through 

forbidden love (a form of social dismemberment), the unreliability of memory, 

                                                
9 The term “ghost trains” refers to the communal violence that occurred on trains. The aftermath resulted in 
trains that arrived at train stations with entire cars of corpses, often distinguished by religious affilations—
Hindu, Muslims, Sikhs. Khushwant Singh’s novel Train to Pakistan remains perhaps the most famous 
literary representation of ghost trains. Short story examples include Bhisham Sahni’s “We have arrived in 
Amristar,” (among numerous other stories and novels).  See Priyamvada Gopal’s The Indian English 
Novel: Nation, History, and Narration (2009), Jaspal Kaur Singh’s Representation and Resistance: South 
Asian and African Women’s Texts at Home and in the Diaspora (2008), and Ram Kumar Chauhan;s 
Chapter 7 “Indian Novel Written in English: A Synoptic View in Deconstruction” in Reflections on Indian 
English Literature (2002) 
See Rituparna Roy’s South Asian Partition Fiction in English: From Khushwant Singh to Amitav Ghosh 
(2010). Roy explains: “Trains happen to be one of the most enduring images of the Partition of the 
subcontinent. An image of overloaded trains, with people pasted on to every possible part of its body…” 
(35-6)  
For addition reference, see p73 of Pier Paolo Piciucco’s A Companion to Indian Fiction in English (2004).  
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disassociation, and fragmentation. A certain awareness likely inspires Bapsi Sidhwa and 

Salman Rushdie as they work in a tradition of dismemberment and disfiguring, each with 

her/his own narratology and underlying agenda: both political and literary. The works I 

intend to discuss, Cracking India and Shame, manifest the lasting impact of the 

incursions in India’s boundaries. Sidhwa and Rushdie work within this established 

tradition, but invert past forms and invent a new perspective through a focus on the 

gendered, disabled, disfigured, mutilated body as a metaphor for the mutilated landscape 

and divided nation; physical bodies are further symbolic of geographical bodies.  

The study of the Indian Partition novel written in English lacked significant scholarly 

attention until the late 1980’s.10 I hope to, if only in the slightest sense, continue the 

fruitful conversation they have begun.  Numerous book length studies now illuminate the 

previously neglected (and seemingly nonexistent) field, now referred to as “Partition 

Studies”.  Kavita Daiya, along with Priya Kumar and Suvir Kaul analyze the lasting 

impact of violence as an “originary trauma” in national memory.11 In particular, Kavita 

Daiya examines “ethnic belongings by exploring Partition as a fragmentary, ‘subaltern 

past’ contributed not only to the territorialization of ethnicity,” and additionally the 

                                                
10More recently, Deepti Misri’s 2014 study focuses on the work of Saddat Hasan Manto and Shauna Singh 
Baldwin by looking at gender and sexuality beyond the moment of Parititon, in addition to other topics like 
caste violence and police brutality in the works of Arundhati Roy and Mahasweta Devi. Misri suggests, 
“equally urguent today are other histories, forms, and enactments of violence” that may be influenced by 
Partition; although her study is rooted in the close readings of writers moving beyond texts, she looks at the 
failure of language to represent violence and extends beyond fiction writing and examines “creative visual 
and performative gestures” (8).  She does not cover Salman Rusdhie’s Shame or Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking 
India, but goes beyond the Hindu-Muslim binary and focuses on “India’s other minority subjects,” such as 
Sikhs, Adivasis, Dalits, and other racialized others in Northeast India.   
Various scholars, Kavita Daiya, Kirpal Viney, Niaz Zaman, Priyamvada Gopal. Niaz Zaman, Jill Didur, 
and Rituparna Roy, investigate how Indian novels represent the complexity of partition, in addition to 
historical accounts. I am especially indebted to Kavita Daiya, Jill Didur, and Rituparna Roy’s 
comprehensive research and will discuss in more detail in the chapter summary breakdowns. 
11 Misri, Deepti. Beyond Partition: Gender, Violence, and Representation in Postcolonial India. Urbana, 
Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 2014. Print.  
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“ambivalent discursive and political production of the ethnic citizen, of normative 

masculinities and femininities and of national coupledom”(213)12 Daiya argues Partition 

should be seen as a contemporary discourse—an active discussion rather than  “an 

exceptional moment already over” (213).  Unlike previous studies, Daiya’s book includes 

the importance of reexamining masaculinity, in addition to newly recovered histories of 

female trauma. Daiya’s book does not include a discussion of Salman Rushdie’s Shame 

and instead covers diverse South Asian diasporic texts like Singh’s Train to Pakistan, 

Ghosh’s The Shadow Lines, Jhumpa Lahiri’s The Interpreter of Maladies, Rushdie’s 

Shalimar, the Clown, and Midnight’s Children, Ondaatje’s Anil’s Ghost and various 

Bollywood films. While she discusses nationalism, femininity, and masculinity in 

Cracking India in depth, her mention of disability is brief.13  

Within current scholarship, Sangeeta Ray’s En-Gendering India remains a seminal 

work in terms of gender and Partition. Ray suggests nationalism and gender are two 

unstable categories; While Daiya’s previously discussed work above introduces the 

importance of including masculinity in critical discourse, Ray argues the necessity of 

accounting “for the repressed gendered subject that allows a masculinist nationalist 

discourse to flourish” (147).  En-Gendering India examines “the rival and shifting 

representations of the Indian woman in British imperial and Indian colonial and 

postcolonial writings after 1857” (9). Ray devotes Chapter Three of her book to a 

                                                
12 Daiya, Kavita. Violent Belongings: Partition, Gender, and National Culture in Postcolonial India. 
Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2008. Print.  
13 Daiya’s brief paragraph length mention of disability relates to how Sidhwa refuses to represent abducted 
women as “symbolic of national community”. She writes: “it is Lenny’s disabled, minor body that is 
continually linked to the fragmented national body… her disability due to polio (blamed by Dr. Bharucha 
on the British who brought polio to India) is a metaphor for the birth of two nations as disabled by the 
British partitioning of the subcontinent. Thus, the child Lenny’s minoritized, female, disabled body 
materially represents the legacy of British colonialism: disease and a disabled South Asia” (78).  
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comparative study of Desai’s Clear Light of Day and Sidhwa’s Cracking India. Ray 

argues women, like Ayah and Hamida in Cracking India, are “made to appear in a 

metaphoric or symbolic role in the nationalist scenario” and “function as the absolute 

element of alterity which needs to be violently erased for a given national identity” 

(135).14 

Through close reading of Shame and Cracking India, this study examines Rushdie 

and Sidhwa’s interpretations of Partition in regards to disability, gender, violence, and the 

global literary marketplace. I interweave a historical and postcolonial analysis with 

cultural studies to contextualize partition. Subsequently, I utilize resources such as maps 

in order to provide a clear depiction of the resulting division of India and Pakistan. 

Primary sources like interviews with Bapsi Sidhwa and Salman Rushdie, in addition to 

Rushdie’s collection of critical essays, Imaginary Homelands will inform my analysis 

about interconnections of the role of the postcolonial writer. The use of book cover 

designs are essential in my discussion of literary marketplace, along with Brouillette’s 

Postcolonial Writers in the Literary Marketplace (2007).  

To avoid mass generalizations, when I speak of “the body,” I refer to the postcolonial 

body. Yet, even the distinction “postcolonial” remains both multiplicitous and ambivalent 

partly because of extensive critical discourse.15 As I navigate Salman Rushdie and Bapsi 

Sidhwa’s texts, I work within Elleke Boehmer’s suggestion that “the silenced, wounded 

body of the colonized” remains a “pervasive figure” in postcolonial literature; however, 

                                                
14 For more, see Rituparna Roy’s South Asian Partition Fiction in English: From Khushwant Singh to 
Amitav Ghosh and Sangeeta Ray’s En-Gendering India	  
15 This discourse includes examples such as the following: Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978) and Culture 
and Imperialism (1994), Kamau Brathwaite’s The History of the Voice (1979), Gayatri Spivak’s In Other 
Worlds: Essay in Cultural Politics (1987), Homi Bhabha’s The Location of Culture (1994).  
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as Boehmer writes, and both Rushdie and Sidhwa demonstrate, “its valences differ 

significantly. In the process of postcolonial rewriting the trope of the dumb, oppressed 

body undergoes significant translations” (268).16 The “translations” Boehmer discusses 

remain a main focus in the following chapters, as characters literally shift throughout the 

novels and are mediated by external factors. Additionally, Susan Bennett points out a key 

paradox about the postcolonial body: “the postcolonial body is constantly susceptible in 

its gestures, in its languages, of cultural expropriation” and “it is the body which colludes 

the postmodernism in a global economy that appropriates and markets exotic practices in 

a showcase called multiculturalism” (119). However, the body also “holds out the hope 

of exceeding the regulated performances of the past” (119).17 Despite disability and 

extensive violation, the characters in Sidhwa’s Cracking India and Rushdie’s Shame 

challenge whether redemptive possibilities are plausible.  

In regards to my analysis of the disabled body, I primarily refer to Rosemarie 

Garland-Thomson and Lennard Davis’ theories.18  Specifically, I look at the disadvantage 

of preconcieved notions of the normative “abled bodied” and how such views limit the 

full complexity of disabled characters, like Lenny in Cracking India and Sufyia in 

                                                
16See Boehmer’s Chapter 7, “Transfiguring: Colonial Body into Postcolonial Narrative”. NOVEL: A Forum 
on Fiction 26.3 (1993): 268–277. 
17 Susan Bennet, “The Post-Colonial Body? Thinking through the Tempest” from Performing Nostalgia 
119-50 (Routledge, 1996).	  	  
18 See Lennard J. Davis’ Enforcing Normalcy (1995). Davis writes: “The disabled body is a nightmare for 
the fashionable discourse of theory because that discourse has been limited by the very predilection of the 
dominant, ableist culture. The body is seen as a site of "jouissance" that defies reason, that takes dominant 
culture and its rigid, power-laden vision of the body to task...The nightmare of that [disabled] body is one 
that is deformed, maimed, mutilated, broken, and diseased. Observations of chimpanzees reveal that they 
fly in terror from a decapitated chimp; dogs, by contrast, will just sniff at the remains of a fellow dog. That 
image of the screaming chimpanzee facing the mutilated corpse is the image of the critic of jouissance 
contemplating the paraplegic, the disfigured, the mutilated, the deaf, and the blind. Rather than face this 
ragged image, the critic turns to the fluids of sexuality, the gloss of lubrication, the glossary of the body as 
text, the heteroglossia of the intertext, the glossalia of the schizophrenic. But almost never to the body of 
the differently abled” (5). 
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Shame.  Additionally, Grosz’s theoretical approach to the body remains an inspiration for 

this project.19 Mainly, I look to the idea that bodies, as Grosz writes, “reinscribe and 

project themselves onto their sociocultural environment so that this environment both 

produces and reflects the form and interests of the body” (Grosz 2).   This perspective is 

especially fascinating in the context of nation building and colonialism because Grosz 

problematizes “the opposition between the inside and outside by looking at the outside of 

the body from the point of view of the inside, and looking inside from the outside, thus 

reexamining and questioning the distinction between biology and culture” (2). Further, 

the body remains “the locus and site of inscription for specific modes of subjectivity” 

(2).20 My thesis seeks to not dismantle current theories about Partition novels, but instead 

update current gaps and draw attention to the significance of disability, gender, and 

violence. David Hillman and Ulrika Maude note in The Cambridge Companion to the 

Body in Literature, “it [the body] is perhaps closer to the literary than to most other 

disciplines. In confronting us with the legible materiality of the body, literature often 

provides powerful forms of resistance to socially instituted perceptions and demands” (5). 

Further, “For the body is never simply a passive depository of cultural fantasy or the 

workings of power; it resists all reification and fixity” (5). I intend to then argue how the 

body, both literal and textual, remain an active space for the examination of political, 

economic, and social issues. 

                                                
19 For more on the original context (about how the body interacts in cities) see Grosz’s “Bodies—Cities” 
from Space, Time and Perversion. Essays on the Politics of Bodies.  
Grosz writes: “…what needs to be shown is how the body is psychically, socially, sexually, and 
representationally produced” (381). 	  
20 See Grosz’s Space, Time and Perversion. Essays on the Politics of Bodies. 
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My project brings Rushdie’s Shame and Sidhwa’s Cracking India together, as they 

shed light on each other and the relevant role partition has in their fictional, yet 

historically influenced, renderings of such a monumental moment in world history. 

Rushdie and Sidhwa’s work has been examined together, but critics continue to make 

interconnections between Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children and Sidhwa’s Cracking India.  

Tanja Stampfl writes, “Cracking India can be read as a female response to Rushdie’s 

Midnight’s Children as both protagonists are children and their lives are directly linked to 

the fate of the nation” (315).21 However, a comparative study of Cracking India and 

Shame has not yet been conducted. This project extends beyond a Cracking India and 

Midnight’s Children comparison in order to demonstrate the long reaching impact of 

partition politics—both through the shameful consequences of partition politics as seen in 

the political system of Pakistan in the 1970’s and even into present day, as I will discuss 

in the conclusion. 

Metaphorical disability reappears throughout Partition fiction as a metaphor for a 

fragmented nation. Literary physical disability does not appear as often, but often 

surfaces as forms of dismemberment or mutilation.22  I merge the two concepts together 

and utilizing disability studies to demonstrates how narrating agonizing experiences 

without metaphor is not possible; Rushdie and Sidhwa both test the limits of language 

and suggest true representation (in this case, of Partition) is in fact attemptable (through 

discussions of disability), but not fully possible to obtain. Most notably, Clare Barker 

                                                
21 See Textual Mothers/Maternal Texts: Motherhood in Contemporary Women’s Literatures (2010) 
“Saleem’s birth coincides exactly with India’s official independence, and Lenny celebrates her birthday on 
the day of the partition between India and Pakistan. Both Rushdie and Sidhwa, however, invite a simple 
allegorical reading only in order to deconstruct it later in the text” (315). 
22 See The Indian English Novel of the New Millennium, p84.	  
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examines Sidhwa’s Cracking India and suggests out of all of the texts she analyzes that 

Cracking India provides the “most conflicted negotiation” between “material and 

metaphorical modes of representations” (95).23 

In Chapter One, I explore the use of disability in Rushdie’s Shame and Sidhwa’s 

Cracking India. I argue Sidhwa’s model of disability shifts back and forth between the 

disabled and the potentially abled body while Rushdie’s mode capitalizes on 

fragmentation. Ultimately, both disabled characters are essential to Rushdie and Sidhwa’s 

novels. By pushing Lenny and Sufyia to the periphery, Rushdie and Sidhwa in fact bring 

forward the fragmentation that surrounds them.  

In my discussion of Cracking India, I build onto Daiya’s brief claim that Lenny’s 

“minoritized, female, disabled body” represents “the legacy of British colonialism: 

disease and a disabled South Asia” (78).24 As I point out, and Barker further confirms, 

Cracking India is “haunted by recurring images of corporeal dismemberment—tearing, 

cracking, bleeding, pain,” all of which surface from Lenny’s childhood experiences of 

disability.25 Lenny’s experiences with disability frame Partition and ultimately reveal 

“slippages between material and metaphorical modes of representation” (Barker 95).  

                                                
23 See Barker’s Exceptional Children  
24 See Daiya’s Violent Belongings, p78. Daiya’s brief mention of disability relates to how Sidhwa refuses 
to represent abducted women as “symbolic of national community”. She writes: “it is Lenny’s disabled, 
minor body that is continually linked to the fragmented national body… her disability due to polio (blamed 
by Dr. Bharucha on the British who brought polio to India) is a metaphor for the birth of two nations as 
disabled by the British partitioning of the subcontinent. Thus, the child Lenny’s minoritized, female, 
disabled body materially represents the legacy of British colonialism: disease and a disabled South Asia” 
(78). 
25 See Veronica Barnsley’s review of Barker’s work in Journal of Postcolonial Writing, 50:4, 496-497, 
2014. Barker writes: “Sidhwa’s Cracking India is considered a gendered critique of “normalcy” and the 
possibility of “cure” constructed around a discomforting oscillation between materialist constructions of 
disability and the girl child’s body as an evocative analogy for nationalist discourses after Partition (95). 
Lenny’s liminal position gives her access to power relationships, including the abuse of her own ayah, 
through which women’s sexuality is idolized before being brutalized and rejected” (496).  In the context of 
Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children Barnsley writes: “Barker’s analysis is distinctive in defining disability as 
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In regards to Shame, as Femi Oyeboode writes, intellectual disability represents 

“destruction unchecked by reason”(124).26 Sufyia Zinobia, like Lenny, despite their 

disabilities are never truly powerless. As Oyeboode notes, Sufyia is “either less than 

human or superhuman” (124). Sufyia exists in extremes and appears unable to maintain 

normalcy. The polar dichotomy seen in Shame also appears in Cracking India as Lenny 

either identifies as a polio ridden child or uses her disability to get what she wants, (and 

her disability then temporarily subsides.)  In comparison, Rushdie does not offer an 

opportunity for mending the broken body, unlike Sidhwa. Rushdie creates a dialectic with 

Sidhwa through his model of non-recovery against her model of recovery. Together the 

models of recovery, or lack thereof, create a tension that reveals the disjointed identity 

resulting from Partition.  

Chapter Two considers the ways Sidhwa’s Cracking India and Rushdie’s Shame 

intertwine moments of violence, gender, and shame within Partition. While I first discuss 

gendered representations of violence, I then discuss the violence of representation. 

Juxtaposing the two novels shows shame is a physical manifestation. While shame in 

Cracking India and Shame has been gendered as female by critics, I instead suggest 

Rushdie and Sidhwa’s renderings of shame purposefully play off each gender and exist in 

tandem.27 In both Cracking India and Shame, Sidhwa and Rushdie illustrate how 

                                                
the real in magical realism, demonstrating that the disablements of Saleem and his cohort embody the 
magical by highlighting the constraints of the real: the ‘children’ and persistently infantilized, medicalized 
and subjected to procedures of “surgical normalization” (Barker 129, Barnsley 497).This same idea can be 
applied to Sufyia Zinobia in Rusdhie’s Shame.  
26See Femi Oyeboode’s Mindreadings: Literature and Psychiatry, especially p124, “As ‘Sufiya the Saint’ 
she ‘suffers in our stead’ (Rushdie, 1983; p141), becoming a voiceless symbol fro the disenfranchised. As 
‘Sufiya the Beast’ she uses her superhuman powers to decapitate four young men and comes to represent 
the aggressive power of unreason. Her use as a symbol does not allow her to be ordinary. She is either less 
than human or superhuman” (124). 
27 See Namrata Mitra p201 in The Female Face of Shame (2013) 
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masculine and feminine identities are appropriated with shame, which is both relentless, 

perpetuated, and constantly in cycle. Sidhwa, as I argue, uses silences and gaps, drawing 

attention to the unsaid. The use of silences and gaps actually then leads to the problem of 

representation, of glossing over violence. In comparison, Rushdie’s mosaic prose, 

nonlinear narratology, and varied allusions to the literary cannon becomes problematic in 

that it does not necessarily do justice to the masses of people who have died. Rather, such 

techniques distract readers with literary inquires rather than ethical concerns. Rushdie and 

Sidhwa revert to their stylistic devices, attempting to get a step closer to exposing the 

ramifications of Partition. Rushdie and Sidhwa’s critiques about representations of 

gender during moments of nation-building reveal even more about the problematic nature 

of representation.   

Chapter Three examines Rushdie and Sidhwa’s relationships to the global literary 

marketplace—the arena that allows Sidhwa and Rushdie to widely circulate their views 

about the topics I discuss in Chapters One and Two.28 In the sixties and seventies, Indian 

writers writing in English struggled to gain recognition. However, since Salman 

Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children won the 1981 Booker Prize and Booker of Bookers, 

Indian authors writing in English now occupy a much more marketable position in the 

Global North (especially publishing hubs like London and New York).29   Rushdie, 

“known best, of course, as a tongue-in-cheek chronicler of modern India” occupies an 

                                                
28 This chapter shifts from studies of postcolonialism in Chapters One and Two, to postcoloniality in 
Chapter Three—a distinction materialist critic Graham Huggan’s makes. To Huggan, postcolonialism 
remains a largely academic discipline or “anti-colonial intellectualism that reads and valorizes the signs of 
social struggle in the faultlines of literary and cultural texts” (6). However, postcoloniality is a “value-
regulating mechanism” within “the system of commodity exchange”(6). 
See Huggan’s The Postcolonial Exotic: Marketing the Margins p6-7 
29 See Indian Writing in English and the Global Literary Market (2014) 
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uneven position in the literary marketplace in comparison to Pakistani writer Bapsi 

Sidhwa (Huggan 161).30 Yet, Sidhwa is by no means a completely hidden author. She has 

won all of the highest awards in Pakistan, including the Sitarra-e Imtiaz. However, 

Rushdie’s literary prizes extend into more geographical regions.  Bapsi Sidhwa’s outsider 

status as Parsi reveals how as she explains,“Politically, I’m vulnerable” (263).31 Still, as I 

discuss in Chapter Three, Sidhwa occupies a notable position within women’s writing, or 

‘Écriture feminine.’ Cracking India exposes female oppression during Partition and 

engages in a dialogue with Cixous’s “The Laugh of the Medusa.” 

Chapter Three consists of two main sections. First, I examine cover designs and 

the role capitalizing on exoticism plays in marketing within the global literary 

marketplace. To discuss the mechanisms of the global literary marketplace, I utilize the 

term strategic exoticism. Strategic exoticism is a form of awareness about a 

consumer/demographic. Postcolonial writers, such as Rushdie and Sidhwa, demonstrate 

their cognizance of their consumers and incorporate “a critique of [their] tendencies into 

the text,” thereby “deploying a strategic exoticism designed to interrogate the reader’s 

own constructions” (Brouillette 16). Exotic products are “manufactured by a form of 

consumption” (16). The success of Cracking India and Shame demonstrates how Rushdie 

and Sidhwa willingly cater to, and profit from, this consumption (16). Rushdie and 

Sidhwa understand the duality in navigating the global literary marketplace; they 

recognize the appeal of the exotic, use this knowledge for marketing purposes, and also 

actively acknowledge their own self reflexivity.  

                                                
30For an analysis of Rushdie and Naipaul, See Huggan’s The Postcolonial Exotic: Marketing the Margins 
31 See Jaina C. Sanga’s South Asian Novelists in English: An A-to-Z Guide 
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The second section moves from extratextual aspects of Rushdie and Sidhwa’s 

novel, to internal elements like the textual commodification of violence. Both Sidhwa and 

Rushdie anticipate the commodification of their works through the treatment of violence 

as seen in Rushdie’s depiction of the shawls in Shame and Sidhwa’s black box in 

Cracking India. Sidhwa and Rushde’s own commodification or “branding” demonstrates 

how they reveal writing as a cultural production. 32 

One of the overarching goals of this study is to not only show the individual 

significance of each topic (disability, violence, and, positions in the literary marketplace) 

but also the fettering connections between them.  The inescapability of violence, as 

witnessed by disabled Lenny and acted out by Sufyia, visibly spills over into the overall 

concept of nation-building further complicating the effectiveness of communalism.33 

Violence before, during, and after the Partition of India exposes the problematic notion of 

viewing religion as a form of national identity. Hindus and Muslims fought devoutly for 

or against either a Hindu or Muslim majority state. However, ironically in the name of 

peace, violence superseded and often still does.  

                                                
32 Brouillette explains: “There remains some truth in a claim made by executives at Bertelsmann that their 
German communications megalith is less a global company than an international ‘network’ of national 
firms, in the sense that a truly global commodity ‘must be able to travel easily around the world with only 
the most modest cosmetic retouching to appeal to local customers.’ However in recent years it has become 
possible to speak of the cosmopolitan, elite readers of English-language literary fiction as consumers of a 
truly global commodity in need of little alteration for local consumption. Postcolonial literatures have had 
something to do with this. They facilitate the sort of incorporation of niche audiences that allows for global 
market expansion within transnational publishing, much though that extension keeps the locus of 
production in a few key cities in the developed world” (Brouillette 56). Also consult Barnet and 
Cavanagh’s Global Dreams p79-80. 
33 For more on Communalism in India see Gyanendra Pandey’s The Construction of Communalism in 
Colonial North India 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

‘Wounded Creatures, Cracked Lenses’: 
 Disability in Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking India and Salman Rushdie’s Shame 

 

“…but human beings do not perceive 
things whole; we are not gods but 
wounded creatures, cracked lenses, 
capable only of fractured perceptions. 
Partial beings, in all the senses of that 
phrase. Meaning is a shaky edifice we 
build out of scraps, dogmas, childhood 
injuries, newspaper articles, chance 
remarks, old films, small victories, 
people hated, people loved; perhaps it is 
because our sense of what is the case is 
constructed from such inadequate 
materials that we defend it so fiercely, 
even to the death”  

-Salman Rushdie  

Imaginary Homelands: Essays and 
Criticism 1981-199134 

Corporeality, whether disabled, gendered, or violated appear in both Salman 

Rushdie’s Shame and Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking India. The attempt to repress the 

disabled body exposes the fractured subcontinent. This chapter examines disability of 

the corporeal body concerning the female protagonists of Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking 

India and Salman Rushdie’s Shame. The intent of this chapter is twofold. Utilizing 

disability studies, I look to what I argue are the intentional, yet distinctly dissimilar, 

aesthetic modes in order to demonstrate the dismemberment and distinction between 

Indian and Pakistani identities during the 1947 Partition of India. Secondly, I will 

argue these methods are primarily effective because they are employed via the central 

disabled figures, Lenny and Sufyia, each of whom possess an identity as an “other” 

                                                
34 See page 12-13, Rushdie’s Imaginary Homelands 
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due to their gender and disability. Lenny and Sufyia’s alterity reveals the unstable 

national identity, even in the face of state formation which is meant to be a stabilizing 

event.  

Both Lenny and Sufyia’s perspectives are arguably “cracked lenses capable 

only of fractured perceptions” (Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands 12). Their “fractured 

perceptions” are showcased through physical and mental disabilities and their status 

as outsiders. Still, it is not by accident both Sidhwa and Rushdie choose young 

disabled female characters, or corporeally disjointed individuals, placed in 

fragmented worlds. Fragmentation, in these contexts, refers to both “a breaking or 

separation into fragments,” or “a detached, isolated, or incomplete part; a part 

remaining or still preserved when the whole is lost or destroyed.” 35 Fragmented 

worlds are demonstrated through descriptions of the settings; Rushdie’s Shame is “a 

country that is not quite Pakistan” and “a zone of instability” (citation). In Cracking 

India, young Lenny claims “India is going to be broken” but naively questions, “can 

one break a country?  What happens if they break it where our house is? Or crack it 

further up on Warris Road? (111). Lenny recognizes her homeland after the Partition 

is “detached” and tries to make sense of the “part remaining” (111). Yet, her insight 

touches the surfaces of a much larger issue: multifaceted violence, both visible and 

unseen, just like two divided countries that were once one nation.  

Leading disability studies theorists, Clare Barker and Stuart Murray argue, 

“instead of imposing a hegemonic model of disability, then, and assuming that 

                                                
35 "Fragmentation, n." OED Online. Oxford University Press, March 2016. Web. 20 March 2016. 
"fragment, n." OED Online. Oxford University Press, March 2016. Web. 20 March 2016. 
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disability will function in comparable ways across disparate cultural texts and 

contexts contemporary materialist postcolonial criticism gives us the tools to take 

particular, situated experiences as the starting point for disability analysis, enabling 

acts of criticism  emerging from and informed by (rather than applied to) “cultural 

locatedness” in the first instance” (61).36 Although both Lenny and Sufyia’s 

disabilities exists in a similar cultural context, each model is distinct. Overall, what is 

clear is that both Sidhwa and Rushdie present us with two young females who are 

dealing with disability. Sidwah’s Lenny is “cracked,” an individual battling with the 

lifelong effects of her limp from polio, despite the fact that her limp seems to come 

and go. Sufiya is mentally disabled and is constantly fighting for an individual 

identity in a place that cannot give her one. Both Lenny and Sufiya deal with their 

disabilities in various ways. Lenny, who uses her disability to her advantage, is often 

able to manipulate loving relationships and love; yet she is still unable to save her 

Ayah from the distress of inevitable evils occurring within the world of partition. 

Sufiya, who is able to use commerce in the form of bestial modes, is not seen as truly 

successful in navigating her life ventures, even though she tries. Both females are 

representations of fracture, detachment, and dismemberment; and neither are truly 

successful in navigating such a world because it is a world that remains fragmented. 

Both disabled characters work within their own realms within what they are given. 

                                                
36Barker and Murray write: “In endorsing this method we echo the anthropologists Benedicte Ingstad 
and Susan Reynolds Whyte who, in Disability in Local and Global Worlds (2007), seek to orientate 
disability research “in the direction of greater differentiation and specificity” (5) instead of the pursuit 
of overarching disability models. “We are interested in people’s own experiences of what is disabling 
in their world rather than in some universal definition” (11) They write—a sentiment that resonates 
with the increasing emphasis on lived experience in the humanities-based scholarship of Siebers and 
Snyder and Mitchell.” (Barker and Murray 68) (“Disabling Postcolonialism: Global Disability Cultures 
and Democratic Criticism” from The Disability Reader (Davis 2013)(page 61) 
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Overall, the readers are left to speculate what is truly debilitating them. Despite these 

similarities, their ultimate uses are separate; Sidhwa leaves room for the possibility of 

recovery, while Rushdie does not permit a redemptive possibility. This then leads to 

the question of whether it is their disability, or is it their country’s dysfunctional 

“disability?” The underlying truth is that neither books would be successful in 

examining the folly of partition in India and the aftermath of that cultural divide 

without the use of characters who, themselves, inhabit their own worlds of physical 

and mental manifestations of disability. 

Before I discuss disability in both Sidhwa’s Cracking India and Rushdie’s 

Shame, an overview of the novel’s trajectory is helpful in order to better understand 

Lenny and Sufyia Zinobia’s placement with the novels. Cracking India begins in pre-

partition times, emphasizing the communal peace between Hindus, Muslims, and 

Sikhs. The map below in Figure A further reiterates India’s geographical uniformity. 
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Fig. A. India Before Partition  
 National Archives of Pakistan., and Z. H Zaidi. Quaid-I-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah 
Papers. First edition. Islamabad: Quaid-I-Azam Papers Project, National Archives of 
Pakistan, 1993. Print.  
 
 

Sidhwa uses social realism in Cracking India to tell the story of Lenny, who is 

affectionately referred to as “Lame Lenny.” Lenny is a young, disabled Parsee child 

growing up in affluent Lahore. Lahore is a contemporary Pakistani city. However, 

Figure A demonstrates how Lahore was originally an Indian city, but remains a part 

of Pakistani identity. This is the first sign of the true fractured identity on the 
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subcontinent.  She suffers from Polio which physically manifests in the form of her 

limp. Lenny forms an inseparable bond with her Hindu Ayah, or maid/nanny37; the 

novel follows the day to day life of Lenny and Ayah, showing the interactions of 

Ayah’s long list of suitors: Massuer, Ice-candy-man, the gardener, leatherworker, and 

zookeeper. The novel takes a dark turn when looters, including the once seemingly 

amicable Ice-Candy Man, abduct Ayah. Ice-candy-man, a Muslim, emotionally 

manipulates Lenny into revealing where Ayah is hiding. Cracking India then spirals 

into a frenzied effort to locate Ayah and other abducted women. Meanwhile, Partition 

occurs and the previously communal harmony turns into divided borders. Lenny’s 

Mother and Godmother assist in rehabilitating women at “Camps for Fallen Women.” 

They find Ayah, but discover she has been sold into prostitution and “is just a dancer 

in the Hira Mandi . . . The red-light district” (252). At Hira Mandi, or Diamond 

Market, “the girls are the diamonds! The men pay them to dance and sing . . . and to 

do things with their bodies” (252).  Ice-candy-man then buys Ayah and forces her to 

marry him. The novel ends with the vision of a dissolved community, a rendering a 

convoluted resolution, and the readers left to examine the young disabled child who is 

witness to it all.  

                                                
37Ayah, Lenny’s similar equivalent to a nanny, only referenced twice as Shanna, is primarily defined as 
her job rather than through her name, indicating a particular lack of self-worth, an identity outside of 
the nation, or the identity the nation has given her—an issue prevalent throughout women’s studies, 
especially in a South Asian context.  Ambreen Hai further examines the problematic nature of Ayah’s 
translation of title: “The translation of ‘Ayah’ as ‘nanny’ is of course inadequate, since it does not 
imply the cultural equivalence of authority, discipline, or privilege associated with a British or 
American nanny. An ayah is very much a servant and a drudge—poor, illiterate, homeless, with no 
rights or recourse to any higher court of appeal, and vulnerable to all forms of abuse, sexual or 
otherwise. In reality she would sleep on the floor in the children’s room, attend to all their needs, be 
clothed in cast-offs, and have little time of her own. The ayah’s contrast with such a picture in 
Sidhwa’s novel only highlights the degree to which she is romanticized and exoticized in her 
narrative”(420). However, Sidhwa actually does this with male occupations as well, as seen through 
the Masseur—highlighting the centrality of caste and class systems.  
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Rushdie employs magical realism, emphasizing exaggeration and detail as the 

plot revolves around Omar Khayyam Shakil, named after the 11th century Persian 

poet Omar Khayyam. From the start of the book, magical realism and a sense of 

ambiguity develop. Omar is the child of an anonymous mother due to the fact that 

three sisters feign his pregnancy, complicating the identity of who his real mother is. 

Omar leaves “Q” to pursue medicine. He meets wealthy politician Iskander Harrappa, 

or “Isky,” and becomes involved in the politics of “Isky” and his political rival 

General Raza Hyder. As the novel progresses, we are introduced to Raza and his 

wife, Bilquis’s two daughters, Naveed (“Good News”) and mentally disabled Sufiya 

(“Shame”) who has the capabilities and mind of a seven to nine-year-old. Raza 

arranges a marriage for Omar and the disabled Sufiya, continuously described as 

having a “beast” lurking inside her. Omar marries her despite her disability, believing 

it is his “duty” (208). Omar and Sufiya have a celibate marriage, but subsequently he 

cheats on her with her Ayah. Eventually Sufiya’s “shameful” beast, or sexual 

prowess, consumes her before decapitating them. Afterwards, Sufiya is temporarily 

imprisoned in an attic. After a while, their marriage fades into the distance, and the 

plot unfolds the political tension between Raza and Isky.  

It is then vital to acknowledge the intentional historical backdrops in both 

Cracking India and Shame. Sidhwa’s Cracking India, covers before, during, and after 

the 1947 Partition of India.  Cracking India begins in British India in 1946 when 

Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs lived in the same areas side by side. The 255 million 

Hindus comprised the majority at the time, while 92 million Muslims were 

concentrated primarily in Northwest and Northeast areas. Meanwhile, at least 6 
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million Sikhs lived mostly in the Punjab province, one of the most diverse and richest 

areas in India at the time (See Figure A).38  Known for its progressive, liberal, and 

tolerant ideologies, the ancient capital, Lahore, the main setting of Cracking India, is 

still considered to have been one of the most cosmopolitan places in India: the heart 

of education, fashion, and politics. Celebrated by critics as embodying “the beneficial 

powers of a new kind of postcolonial feminism, what we may call ‘border 

feminism,’” Sidhwa’s Cracking India exposes the unjust sexual violence against an 

estimated “33,000-50,000 Hindu and Sikh women and 21,000 or so Muslim women” 

(Hai 390, Butalia 81).39 Lenny’s Parsi family traverses class, religious, ethnic, and 

literal boundaries to rescue Lenny’s Ayah. Cracking India highlights the communal 

violence, riots, individual violence between different religions and even between men 

of the same beliefs, demonstrating the brother fighting brother aspect of the 1947 

Partition violence. 

                                                
38 BBC News; See Rawlinson’s History of India  

39 Although I discuss Sidhwa and Rushdie’s literary representations of violence, it is important to 
emphasize the factual, and lasting, impact of partition violence. During what is currently considered 
the largest non war-time mass-migration, violence against women ranged from rape, abduction, forced 
marriage, breast mutilation, and murder.  Rita Menon and Kamla Bhasin’s Borders & Boundaries: 
Women in India’s Partition (1998), one of the first social historical accounts of violence against 
women during Partition, illuminates through historical documents ranging from legal 
documentation/proceedings, personal letters, and testimonies from family members of the deceased or 
from women who attempted suicide that regardless of “…poisoned, strangled or burnt to death, put to 
the sword, drowned.  It was made abundantly clear to them that death was preferable to “dishonor,” 
that in absence of their men the only choice available to them was to take their own lives” (45).   The 
aftermath of violence surrounding Partition resulted in missing women with an estimated number of 
“50,000 Muslim women in India and 33,000 Hindu and Sikh women in Pakistan” (Menon and Bhasin 
67). Yet, “although Gopalaswami Ayyanger (Minister of Transport in charge of Recovery at the time) 
called these figures ‘rather wild,’” Aparana Basu notes in Mridula Sarabhai: Rebel with A Cause, and 
additionally both Menon and Bhasin report Mridula Sarabhai argued the abductions in Pakistan were 
actually ten times the 1948 official figure of 12,500 (Menon and Bhasin 67; Basu 133-134). The 
figures remain dubious and controversial. Menon and Bhasin settle on an estimate that at least 100,000 
women were abducted during migration.  Geographical dipartites also account for oversights or 
exaggerations; certain areas were arguably more violent that others due to the concentrated amount of 
religious groups in certain regions. 
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 Shame, however, is set in Pakistan in the 1980’s, and covers the controversy 

of the Bhutto and Zia regimes, and the novel flashes back to moments of the 1947 

Partition. 

 
 
Fig. B. Post Partition, 1971. Map Courtesy of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) 

 
 

 
 
Fig. C. Map Courtesy of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) 
 

Figures B and C show the geographical transformation post-Partition. Salman Rushdie’s 

employs loose allegory in constructing the setting “Q” which mimics “Quetta” in 
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Pakistan. Iskander Harrappa mirrors the actual Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. Isky’s daughter, 

Arjumand, “Virgin Ironpants” is modeled on Benezir Bhutto. Raza represents Zia. 

Brendon Nicholls writes in “Reading ‘Pakistan’ in Salman Rushdie’s Shame,” Shame 

“uses the the condition and contradictions within Pakistan’s historical experience—and 

the reductive political logic of the Bhutto and Zia regimes—as an apparatus upon which 

to base exaggeration” (110). As Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children retells the day of 

Partition, August 15th, 1947, through the perspective of the birth of India, Shame retells 

Partition through Pakistan’s perspective perhaps focused through government and 

political institution, such as the military and the presidency.  

With this historical framework in mind, we can see how Sidhwa and Rushde connect 

the event of Partition to the examples of disability in the novel. Many critics have 

overlooked disability and the interconnection of ablebodieness within both Cracking 

India and Shame. Scholars have acknowledged how both Sidhwa and Rushdie use 

disability in their novels, but an in-depth comparative study of Cracking India and Shame 

has not been given considerable attention. Notably, scholars Pushpa Naidu Parekh,  

Kavita Daiya, Clare Barker, and Martha Stoddard Holmes have examined intertextuality 

and disability within the context of Cracking India40. Banibrata Mahanta and Linda 

Hutcheon 41 have written on disability in Shame, examining the political hierarchies 

                                                
40See Barker, Clare, and Ebooks Corporation. Postcolonial Fiction and Disability: Exceptional Children, 
Metaphor and Materiality. Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011. 
Additionally Consult Daiya, Kavita. Violent Belongings: Partition, Gender, and National Culture in 
Postcolonial India. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2008. Print. 
Parekh, Pushpa Naidu. “Gender, Disability and the Postcolonial Nexus,” Wagadu, Journal of Transnational 
Women's and Gender Studies. volume 4, Summer 2007.  
Adititonally see Intersecting Gender and Disability Perspectives in Rethinking Postcolonial Identities.  

41 See p83 of Mahanta, Banibrata.“Disability Studies and Indian English Fiction,” The Indian English 
Novel of the New Millennium 
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disability exists within looking towards models of shame and Omar’s power over Sufyia. 

Covering the same subject matter around the same time, the relationship between Sidhwa 

and Rushdie is very much intertwined. With that said, I will return in Chapter Three to 

discuss in more detail Sidhwa and Rushdie’s relation to globalization cosmopolitism, and 

the literary marketplace.  First, I will examine the textual interconnections within their 

models of disability. Ultimately, Rushdie and Sidhwa utilize similar devices—disabled 

females—as a means of repairing a fractured nation.  

 “…the manipulative power of my limp”: Disabled Narration in Cracking India 
 

Lenny describes her disease in both negative in positive ways. When we are first 

introduced to her, she brags about the “compatible and sanguine nature” of her 

relationship with her disease and explains “having polio in infancy is like being born 

under a lucky star. It has many advantages—it permits me to access my mother’s bed in 

the middle of the night” (20;26). Lenny explains, “the less attention I appear to demand, 

the more attention I get” (18). Such introspection reinforces the value of the visual. She 

goes on noting: “And, despite the provocative agitation of Ayah’s bouncy walk, despite 

the gravitational pull of her moon-like face, I am the star attraction of the street” (18). 

Lenny is notably pleased with her appearance and the aesthetic attention it brings. Not 

only does her condition bring her attention, it brings her validation. For example, her 

Godmother and slavesister show their strong connection and playful demeanor toward 

Lenny: “Their faces brighten as I scramble out of the pram and run towards them. 

Smiling like roguish children, softly clapping hands they chant, “Langer deen! Paisay ke 

teen! Tamba mota, pag mahin!” Freely translated, “Lame Lenny! Three for a penny! 

Fluffy pants and fine fanny!” (13). Here, it appears that Lenny’s disability is a viable 
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source of attention, validation, and fun humor. Sidhwa establishes Lenny’s disability, her 

limp, as a highly aesthetically visual model: both self-reflexive and validated by others.  

Yet, there are times when Lenny refers to her disability in negative terms, to come to 

the same result of attention and validation. First, Lenny’s own self reflexivity keeps track 

of the different ways her leg looks throughout the narrative, demonstrating the 

interspersed moments of fragmentation as they happen, creating a collective image of 

fragmentation. Lenny explains, “my right leg looks dead: pathetically thin, wrinkled and 

splotched with discolored pale patches” (24). Another example of her self-loathing is 

when Lenny and Adi take a trip to “the lesser Murree Hills at the foot of the Himalayas,” 

Lenny brings to the surface her disability again. While Adi is on a tall pony, Lenny is 

literally lowered on a donkey. She describes: “My legs stick out beneath the safety ring 

on the saddle. I grip the ring resentfully. The donkey-man holds the reins. I am not spared 

even this indignity!” There is undeniably a sense of self-pity about how she perceives 

herself. 

Lenny’s limp is attractive enough where Ranna and Papoo, in two different scenes 

want to mimic her limp, as it gains an access they don’t have. This is exemplified through 

Ranna and Lenny’s relationship, as she explains, “Ranna and I romp in the fields, and 

Ranna, fascinated, copies my limp”(62). She uses this as mobility and affirmation: “I 

know, then, that like Papoo, he really cares for me” (62). Her limp becomes power 

through how she controls other’s, although feigned, limps: “I let him limp without 

comment and “in return, he shows me how to mold a replica of his village with 

dung”(62). Once again, Lenny connects her relationships with bodily encounters, 

however oddly, “looking generously and intently into my eyes, he permits me to feel his 
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belly button. It even feels like a finger” (62). Here and elsewhere, Lenny uses or exploits 

her as a commodity she is able to exchange for trust and freedom within relationships.  

Quasyon explains the complexities of aesthetic nervousness and how it usually is 

“augmented by tensions refracted across other levels of the text” (62)42. One way this is 

negotiated in the text is most immediately though the second layer of outsiders, usually 

characters not directly connected to Lenny, such as Ranna’s sisters, Khatija and Parveen 

and they “painfully shy of me, they are distressed—and perplexed—by the display of my 

twig-like legs bneath my short dress. (I don’t wear my calipers as much now)” (62). 

Pappoo, however, is physically abused. She gains what she is missing through lenny’s 

Limp, regardless of however temporary it may be.  

Throughout the novel, Lenny is tortured by the ambivalent feelings she has toward 

her condition. While she fights for her disability to remain prominent, her view is 

duplicitous; she wants her limp to remain, but at times also dotes on it with a more 

traditional societal view. Even in mundane situations, she argues she is not spared 

“indignity” (40). She is simultaneously aware of the distinction she is merited because of 

her disability: Though she hates her condition, she believes that enduring the condition 

will still bring her attention, validation, and a sense of identity. When undergoing the 

fears of surgery, she asks,  

What will happen once the cast comes off? What if my foot 

emerges immaculate, fault-free? Will I have to behave like 

other children, slogging for my share of love and other 

handouts? Aren’t I too old to learn to throw tantrums—or 

                                                
42 “such as the disposition of symbols and motifs, overall narratives or dramatic perspective, the 
constitution and reversals of plot structure, and so on…”(Quayson 62). 
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hold my breath and have a fit? While other children have to 

clamor and jump around to earn their candy, I merely sit or 

stand, wearing my patient, butter wouldn’t melt . . . and 

displaying my calipers – and I am showered with candy. 

What if I have to labor at learning spellings and reciting 

poems and strive with forty other driven children to stand 

first, second or third, in class? So far I’ve been spared the 

idiocy—I am by nature uncompetitive—but the sudden 

emergence from its cocoon of a beautifully balanced and 

shapely foot could put my sanguine personality and situation 

on the line. I flirt, briefly, with hope. Colonel Bharucha has 

over-corrected the defect—and I see myself limping gamely 

on the stub of the heel while the ball of my foot and my toes 

waggle suspended (Sidhwa 19). 

 
Lenny is obtusely aware of the fact that her limp brings her attention, and yet she is at 

war with herself knowing that after her operation, life may not be the same.   The 

fragmentation of Lenny’s body transfers onto her cultural standing. Her disability is a 

direct correlation to the political turmoil; she goes back and forth between her disability, 

much like the state of Pakistan and India as Lenny explains “the Radcliff Commission 

deals out Indian cities like a pack of cards. Lahore is dealt to Pakistan” (150). Even when 

her Polio limp is recovered, she still holds the same memories as with her disability. 

David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder note, “one cannot narrate the story of a healthy body 

or national reform movement without the contrastive device of disability to bear out the 
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symbolic potency of the message” (234)43  Further, “The materiality of metaphor via 

disabled bodies gives all bodies a tangible essence in that the ‘healthy’ corporeal surface 

fails to achieve its symbolic effect without its disabled counterpart” (234). In this case, 

India, viewed as potentially healthy at one time (at least able to maintain some communal 

harmony), mutates. Consequentially, Lenny’s disability is vital to the narrative because it 

gives the text an outside figure to then map the history of partition without attaching 

religious or communal stigma. 

However, during the climax of the novel when Lenny could use her disability as an 

advantage when Ice-Candy Man and the looters abduct Ayah, she is unable to lie—

ultimately allowing the men to take Ayah.  Prior to the raid, in a foreshadowing 

conversation with Godmother, Lenny questions how ‘Everybody in the world lies, steals, 

and curses except me!’ “Choked with self-pity,” she asks, Why can’t I act like 

everybody?’ (93). Godmother responds: “some people can get away with it and some 

can’t,” says Godmother. ‘I’m afraid a life of crime is not for you. Not because you aren’t 

sharp, but because you are not suited to it.’ A life sentence? Condemned to honest? A 

demon in saint’s clothing?” (94) This fragmentation and complexity reaches a climax as 

Lenny comes head to head with the problem of telling the truth. Double betrayal occurs 

when Ice-Candy Man manipulates Lenny into revealing Ayah’s location when the looters 

attack their home. Consequently, Lenny then reveals Ayah. In that moment, Lenny’s 

disability, which could have potentially narratively been used as her personal weapon, 

crutch, or excuse to not answer Ice-Candy correctly is (in)conveniently not presented in 

that fashion. Lenny reflects in that moment: “and dredging from some foul truthful depth 

                                                
43See David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder, Narrative Prosthesis  
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in me a fragment of overheard conversation that I had not registered at the time” she feels 

like “the monkey-man’s performing monkey, the trained circus elephant, the snake-man’s 

charmed cobra, an animal with conditioned reflexes that cannot lie” (194,195).  Instead, 

the reader is left with a different bodily remainder: “The last thing I noticed was Ayah, 

her mouth slack and piteously gaping, her disheveled hair flying into her kidnappers’ 

faces starring at us as if she wanted to leave behind her wide-open and terrified eyes” 

(195). Instead of exploiting Lenny’s disabled body during the core plot shift and Ayah’s 

time of need, Sidhwa chooses to emphasize the paralysis of the moment by removing the 

disability in order to reveal the fragmentation.  

 “…But the Beast was not destroyed”: Questions of Representation and 
Inclusion in Rushdie’s Shame 

 
“There is a thing called the world that 
makes a hollow noise when you knock 
your knuckles on it or sometimes it’s flat 
and divided up in books. She knows it is 
really a picture of a much bigger place 
called everywhere but it isn’t a good 
picture because she can’t see herself in it, 
even with a magnifying glass”  

(Rushdie, Shame 225). 
 

Sufyia Zinobia’s disability is likewise pertinent to the discussion of disability and 

fragmentation. Sufiya is married to Omar Khayyam Shakil and was born as “the ‘wrong 

miracle’ because her father had wanted a boy,” and is “also known as ‘Shame’” (107, 

207). As seen throughout Partition fiction, dualistic disabled females resurface. For 

example, much like the physically disabled narrator, Lenny, in Bapsi Sidhwa’s Cracking 

India. Sufyia Zinobia is described as having trouble walking: “imperfectly co-ordinated 

when she walked” (207). However, unlike Lenny where her power comes from people 

recognizing her limp, cast, or trouble walking, for Sufyia Zinobia “despite this 
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ambulatory awkwardness, however, she would not have struck a stranger as being 

practically abnormal” (207). Sufyia Zinobia’s disability primarily manifests mentally, as 

“she had only managed to get ahold of around seven years’ worth of brains” (207). Yet, 

Rushdie takes her characterization further and masculinizes her as bestial, noting how 

“lurking inside Sufiya Zinobia Shakil there was a beast”44; rather than gaining power 

through a limp like Lenny, “the more powerful the Beast became, the greater grew the 

efforts to deny its very being…” (210).  Within an Eastern perspective, mental disability 

has an especially shameful reputation as manifested in Sufyia as her imperfection is seen 

as a dishonor and disservice to her family. 

Her shameful reputation then further emphasizes the space of detachment Rushdie 

creates for her within the narrative and leads to questions like, “who sets the standards of 

normalcy?” Sufiya Zinobia is “of slight build” and “having acquired in the first twenty-

one years of life the usual complement of physical attributes, including a small severe 

face that made her seem unusually mature,” but acts a facade for her disability  (207).  

Seeking a more inclusive model of disability studies, Rosemarie Garland-Thomson’s 

concept of “the normate”  or as she describes in her later work as “the corporeal 

incarnation of culture’s collective, unmarked, normative characteristics” is particularly 

useful for engaging and emphasizing how Sufyia goes against social norms(Garland-

Thomson 8) 45  For example, the narrator explains: 

                                                
44  In this context, I am referring to bestial in the premodern context. I am referring to the following OED 
definitions, demonstrating the multiple layers Rushdie uses with the term bestial: 
1.   Of or belonging to the lower animals, esp. four-footed beasts. 
2.   transf. Like a beast in its want of intelligence; ‘below the dignity of reason or humanity’ (Johnson); 

brutish, untaught, irrational; rude, barbarous. 
3.   esp. Like a beast in obeying and gratifying the animal instincts and sensual desires; debased, 

depraved, lustful, cruel, brutal, beastly, obscene. 
45	  Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, Integrating Disability, Transforming Feminist Theory	  	  
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Sufiya Zinobia turned out to be, in reality, one of those 

supernatural beings, those exterminating or avenging angels, 

or werewolves, or vampires, whom about we are happy to 

read in stories, sighing thankfully or even a little smugly 

while they scare the pants off us that it’s just as well they are 

no more than abstrations or figments; because we know (but 

do not say) that the mere likelihood of their existence would 

utterly subvert the laws by which we live, the processes by 

which we understand the world. 

        (Rushdie 207-208) 

 

She is further indoctrinated into “the normate” by how “she even had a husband, 

Omar Khayyam Shakil, and never complained that her parents had chosen for her a man 

fully thirty-one years her senior, that is to say, older than her own father” (207). 

Throughout the novel, it is questionable whether Sufiya Zinobia is actually a “woman,” 

demonstrating how she is an incendiary force—an outward force of patriarchal 

totalitarianism and political power. Alternatively, or even simultaneously, Sufiya 

unleashes violence on the masculine. Once she becomes a beast, she is able to be a vessel 

for the legacies of violence; she is a manifestation and outward expression of all forms of 

violence that are repressed by all of the other characters showing how she acts as a 

placeholder rather than demonstrating personhood. 
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Additionally, Sufiya Zinobia’s origin, “grew out of the corpse of that murdered girl,” 

named Anna, “although she will not (have no fear) be slaughter by Raza Hyder” (118). 

Further, through the voice of the omniscient narrator, Rushdie overwrites her history and 

emphasizes, “wanting to write about shame, I was at first haunted by the imagined 

spectre of that dead body”(118). The manifestation of a dead body is then transferred into 

a disabled body. As a result, Sufiya’s materialization is problematic from the onset, 

acting as a ghost, a haunting, or as Rushdie writes, “these ghosts, like Anna, inhabit a 

country that is entirely unghostly: no spectral ‘Peccavaistan,’ but Proper London” (119). 

Even in the imaginative stage of Sufiya’s creation, her roots are displaced, further 

affirming her marginalization. While he claims she doesn’t belong in the fictional 

Pakistan, he “realized that to write about her, about shame, I would have to go back East” 

(118). Her story is only accessible in the Orient, thereby reinforcing stereotypical South 

Asian narratives.  

Rushdie’s self-reflexivity and correction wittily surfaces through his descriptions of 

Sufiya Zinobia. While he claims “this is a novel about Sufiya Zinobia,” he soon corrects: 

“Or perhaps it would be more accurate, if also more opaque, to say that Sufiya Zinobia is 

about this novel” (55).  As the literal embodiment of shame (sharam), it is important to 

examine how Rushdie not only describes Sufiya directly, but also how he describes the 

actual word that he identifies with her: “three letters, shìn rè mìm” (33)46  However, 

Rushdie’s descriptions are anything but opaque. Sufiya is a barrier the reader has to work 

through as Sufiya a cipher for disability, or even a form of translation, yet another barrier 

to break down to understand her significance.  Rushdie’s hint that “Sufiya Zinobia is 

                                                
46 See Rushdie’s Shame p33	  	  
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about this novel” further solidifies the claim that Sufiya can be seen as a form of 

translation, yet another form of disorientation and fragmentation. Language “barriers” are 

forms of dismemberment, for they create boundaries and splits. If we look at Rushdie’s 

inclusion of Sufiya, “also known as shame,” he juxtaposes the dissection of the 

translation of shame, or “sharam” as a word that must be written “in its original form, not 

in this peculiar language tainted by wrong concepts and the accumulated detritus of its 

owners’ unrepented past” (33). Instead, he refers to it as “this Angrezi in which I am 

forced to write and so for ever alter what is written …”(33).  Because the narrator has to 

function with a translated version of, what in this context is considered the most authentic 

version of the word, it is almost as if he has to use a disabled form, “forever alter(ing) 

what is written,” or in Sufiya’s case, altering the text and thereby the plot as a whole.  

Sufiya’s health, or the state of the nation, wavers inconsistently. For example, “On 

two occasions she fell grievously ill and almost died; and perhaps both illnesses, brain 

fever and immunological collapse, were attempts by her ordinary self, by the Sufiya-

Zinobia-ness of her, to defeat the Beast, even at the cost of her own life” (208). However, 

“But the Beast was not destroyed” (208). Sufiya is a necessary device within in Shame, 

as she also represents what others do not want to face. The narrator asks, “What is the 

most powerful impulse of human beings in the face of night, of danger, of the unknown?” 

(209) Ultimately “ – It is to run away; to avert the eyes and flee; to pretend the menace is 

not loping towards them in seven-league boots. It is the will to ignorance, the iron folly 

with which exercise from consciousness whatever consciousness cannot bear. No need to 

invoke the ostrich to give this impulse symbolic form; humanity is more willfully blind 
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than any flightless bird” (209). However, with the disabled Sufiya, it is not possible to 

“run away” as she is made into a beast that drives the plot forward.  

(Re)Writing Models of Disability within Partition 

Ultimately, both disabled women, Lenny and Sufiya, are relegated to the status of 

children. However, the attribution of power is very different. Sihwa appropriates the 

narrating voice directly through Lenny, while Rushdie’s conversational narrator dictates 

the plot, not allowing Sufyia to have a direct voice. 

In Cracking India, Sidhwa presents a model of potentiality. Sidhwa shifts back and 

forth between the disabled and (the potentially) abled body. In other words, there is 

actually an ability for Lenny to come into existence as abled. The narrative is arguably 

“disability positive;” although disability positive narratives have been viewed as 

problematic within the discourse disability studies, the primary attribute is the power play 

in action amid a crisis area such as during the time of the Partition of India.  Sidhwa 

allows for the chance that something within the fracture nation will happen in the future. 

However, through disability, Sidhwa creates and further reinforces the fracture by now 

allowing the gap to fully close. Yet, unlike Rushdie, she attempts to resolve by playing 

with Lenny’s possible abled-bodiedness.  

 Sidhwa accentuates Lenny’s deformity from Polio, significantly linking it to the 

British occupation. On a trip to Murree Hills with Adi, Lenny complains compared to 

Adi’s tall pony, “my donkey trots alongside and I perceive just how short it is. My legs 

stick out beneath the safety ring on the saddle” (40). She isn’t allowed to hold the reins; 

she continues to rant: The donkey-man holds the reins. I am not spared even this 

indignity! My donkey perch is ludicrous” (40).  Lenny reaffirms her disability’s visibility 
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in that moment, but is immediately juxtaposed by introspection into a political moment. 

She and her family gather around the radio and find out WWII has ended. She is “swept 

by a sense of relief so unburdening that I realize I was born with an awareness of the 

war”(40). She goes back to her gestatial period, and notes “I recall the dim, faraway fear 

of bombs that tinged with bitterness my mother’s milk. No wonder I was a colicky baby” 

(40). Her disability is blamed on outside political sources.  

In an earlier moment, Lenny’s mother questions why her daughter After hearing 

Colonel Bharucha’s exclamation, or “shocking postscript: If anyone’s to blame, blame 

the British! There was no polio in India til they brought it here!” (25)  in response to 

when her mother asks how “none of the other children went to the same park contracted 

polio,” there is a displacement of priorities to the desire of being in the center of political 

uproar. However, she still has the ability to get out of true commitment to seeking 

“justice” because she is both a child and disabled. She is able to use her embodied 

expression for self gain: “The goddam English!” I think, infected by Colonel Bharucha’s 

startling ferocity at this “dastardly” (one of Father’s favorite words, just as “plucky” is 

Mother’s) instance of British treachery. “They gave us polio!” And notwithstanding, the 

compatibale and sanguine nature of my relationship with my disease, I feel it is my first 

personal involvement with Indian politics” (26) She explains, “the Quit-India sentiment 

that has fired the imagination of a subject of people and will soon sweep away the Raj!” 

(26). By including political sentiments aligned with the moment of partition, Sidhwa 

further affirms the physical disruption through mapping it onto Lenny’s body. At the end 

of Cracking India, Sidhwa presents a vision of dissolved community, as Lenny explains, 

“I am told that Ayah, at last, has gone to her family in Amritsar.” Separated by a line 
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break, she continues, “… And Ice-Candy-man, too, disappears across the Wagah border 

into India” (288). The use of ellipses suggests possibility and through a divided politic, 

Sidhwa proceeds towards a space for potential renewal. But, she does not complete it. 

The novel’s form of clearing out community is a way to repudiate the negativity. 

Conversely, Rushdie intentionally reinforces fragmentation without resolution. The 

novel ends with a fire blazing. The narrator explains the explosion as “a shock-wave that 

demolishes the house” and “until I can no longer see what is no longer there; the silent 

cloud, in the shape of a giant, grey and headlessman, a figure of dreams, a phantom with 

one arm lifted in a gesture of farewell”(305). Shame concludes with living death, both 

present and absent, representing a double death. Additionally, Sufiya’s placement within 

this ending is core part of the conclusion as “the Beast faded in her once again, she stood 

there blinking stupidly, unsteady on her feet, as if she didn’t know that all the stories had 

to end together, that the fire was just gathering its strength” (305). Further, although 

Sufiya is never granted the power of voice, Rushdie writes, “the power of the Beast of 

shame cannot be held for long within any one frame of flesh and blood, because it grows, 

it feeds and swells, until the vessel bursts”(305). “The power of the Beast of shame” 

cannot even be contained within corporeal existence. The body, acting as a boundary or 

container for “flesh and blood,” becomes cracked exactly the way India is divided. The 

visual imagery of her existence busting form her body, as the beast within “grows, it 

feeds and swells, until the vessel bursts” can be seen as a metaphor for the end result of 

communal discord and how the violence can’t be contained within, as seen in the 

1970’s/1980’s political scene of Pakistan, the Bangladesh Liberation War, and directly 

after the 1947 Partition. 
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As typical of Rushdie’s cosmopolitan persona, his stylistic choices mirror the larger 

concepts he discusses and manifests directly onto the page in the visual form of line 

breaks, disorientation, and repetition. Rushdie reenacts the forced break of India and the 

subsequent gap evident in the state of the nation after partition through structural form. 

First, for example, Rushdie repeatedly uses interjection through line breaks in his prose, 

specifically in relationship to Sufiya, by restating the phrase “and Sufiya Zinobia”.47 He 

arguably does this throughout chapters in order to textually separate her. While it might 

seem Sufiya is superfluous to the text, acting only as an “other,” this othering is essential 

for demonstrating the fragmentation occurring at a deeper level, as reaffirmed by how 

Rushdie literally makes a break in the prose pattern to include her. By doing this, he 

draws attention to her, allowing her to mediate the text, acting as the intermediary or 

negotiator for the two opposing sides, in particular, the Zia and Bhutto regimes, and the 

larger picture of India and Pakistan. Unlike Sidhwa, Rushdie makes metaphorical and 

literal space for Sufyia by allowing her to exist within the empty space, both 

metaphorically and physically on the page itself. On a national level, she is a separate 

entity just like newly divided Pakistan and India. At a more local level, Rushdie uses 

Sufiya Zinobia as a frame for the other characters in the novel. The narrator notes, “At 

any rate, it is not possible even to begin to know a person without first gaining some 

knowledge of her family background” (55). Along this line of thinking, it is then evident 

Rushdie inserts Sufyia after key descriptions of main political figures like “Chairman” 

Iskander Harappa, or “formerly Prime Minister, now defunct” (55). Like Sidhwa, 

                                                
47 See Rushdie’s Shame pp 222, 224, 244 
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Rushdie conflates both the local and national scene with one another in order to show the 

division that occurs when separating disparate viewpoints. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

Entrance and Exit Wounds:  
Violence in Sidhwa’s Cracking India and Rushdie’s Shame 

 
Moments of gendered violence in both Rushdie’s Shame and Sidhwa’s Cracking 

India demonstrate how both male and female genders not only are shamed, but the act of 

shaming and embodiment of shame is a relentless cycle, suggesting shame is both 

preexisting and propelled as it is a side effect of a divided nation.  Lenny and Sufyia’s 

narrations are a starting point for pinpointing repercussions of violence: erasure and 

duplication. Contemporary historical accounts finally reveal the mass injustice to women 

during the violence of the 1947 Partition (abductions, rapes, forced suicides), as I will 

soon discuss in more context and detail. While shame is often gendered female, I 

acknowledge these studies and reinforce them, but also draw attention to the detailed 

extent men’s bodies are exposed, violated, and reduced to objects. I suggest both female 

and male bodily objectifications are related to questions of honor and shame. Questions 

of honor and shame align with the traditional dichotomy that women’s bodies must be 

protected and the male body as an emblem of violence. I do not seek to validate whether 

male or female bodies are shamed more than the other. Instead, both gendered 

embodiments of shame are valid and instrumental in understanding the violence of 

Partition. 

Anne McClintock’s suggests that “all nationalisms are gendered, all are invented and 

all are dangerous—dangerous not in Eric Hobsbawm’s sense of having to be opposed, but 

in the sense that they represent relations to political powers and to the technologies of 
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violence” (352).48 Yet, as Sangeeta Ray argues, Ernest Renan’s lecture “What is a 

Nation?”  (1882), “continues to provide the framework for many theoretical 

peregrinations” and “operating within an unmarked masculine frame, cannot position 

woman as anything other than a reproductive vessel necessary for the proliferation of 

populations” (4).  Ray suggests “the desire to keep the two spheres distinct is mandated 

by the use of the ubiquitous trope of nation-as-woman in all nationalist discourses” (2)49. 

Kavita Daiya, however, complicates the previous discourse by “attending to the 

ideological production of, and material violence to, male bodies in the postcolonial 

nation”(63)50. I intent to extend her theory by examining the relationship between actual 

representations of violence and the violence of such representations in relationship to 

questions of shame and honor of both genders.  

The Violence of Representation in Cracking India: The Dialectic of Ayah and the 
Masseur 

 
This section will first examine how a dialectic occurs in Sidhwa’s Cracking India 

through Masseur and Ayah. The dialectic consists of first the body that is exposed and 

revealed and the second is concealed.  Their violence is described separately, but we 

cannot understand these gender divisions disjointedly and must instead look at them 

                                                
48 See McClintock’s Imperial Leather pp 352-353.  
Also See Ray’s Engendering India. Ray highlights McClintock’s seminal work Imperial Leather in her 
work En-Gendering India, noting “I attempt to do more than pay mere lip service to ‘the woman question’. 
I underscore the necessity of a more comprehensive understanding of gender as a category, one that goes 
beyond an initial commitment to the representation of a specific constituency to an inquiry that challenges 
the assumptions behind the masculinist, heterosexual economy hitherto governing the cultural matrix 
through which an Indian national identity has become intelligible” (4). 
49 Ray suggests current discourse is male dominated or ignores the vital role of gender dynamics altogether 
—exemplified through how critics, although most theorists of nationalism have been male, still “…yoke 
gender to the articulation of the nation even as they seek forcefully to separate the micropolitical from the 
macropolitical.”  (2-3). 
50 Daiya works within Ray’s project but also notes the importance of examining both the feminine and 
masculine portrayals of violence in transnational public spaces, arguing it is vital to examine the 
“intertwined and pluralized discursive emergence of both masculinities and femininities” to “expose the 
pressures of nationalism on the lived experience of gendered embodiments” (63). 	  
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together as imbricated with one another in order to see the contradiction in the 

representation of violence. The contradiction is subtle, but illustrates the representation of 

violence /that violation becomes an ethical choice such as not representing a rape scene 

because it becomes a double violence when replicated.  Yet, it is acceptable, or even 

expected, for men to have these violent acts done to them because it is stereotypically 

associated with the male gendered act of fighting and war. Sidwha tries to conceal the 

violence of representation by the use of, what I argue are intentional, moments of silence, 

while Rushdie negotiates in an outward way, potentially exploiting violence while 

simultaneously negotiating silence. The claiming of territory, a central aspect of the 1947 

Partition, is done repeatedly in relationship to honor. There is double violence in killing 

and then maiming in the person. Further, a triple violence if it a man — by taking away 

the honor a man is supposed to have, as opposed to the notion that women already do not 

have honor and are considered shameful.  

To begin, the male body is frequently exposed to violence in Sidhwa’s Cracking 

India. For example, Masseur’s body is both butchered and left in the street. Daiya agrees 

male bodies have been under examined and suggests, “perhaps because its effects remain 

invisible in public life, unlike the woman whose social presence simply vanished when 

she was abducted, men’s experiences of ethnic violence, and the cultural reinvention of 

the ethnic male body as citizen, have yet to be written into the story of gender and 

nationalism”(63).While it is important to examine the ramifications of Ayah’s 

abduction—as I too will soon draw from and extend Ray and Daiya’s previous 

arguments—male lives fade into the background despite blatant intrusion into public life. 

The intrusion (in this case Masseur’s body lying in the street), however, is belittled. 
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Masseur is a relatively minor character in Cracking India, yet his death is substantially 

detailed. For example, he is reduced to “only a bulging gunnysack,” (186) Lenny 

witnesses how “he has been reduced to a body. A thing” (186).  Masseur is objectified 

and then even loses his value as object and becomes a useless “thing.” His main 

connections to the overall narrative are through relationships, specifically his romantic 

relationship with Ayah.  Yet, Ice-candy-man also desires Ayah and ultimately kills 

Masseur. Lenny explains, “Where Masseur is, Ayah is. And where Ayah is, is Ice-candy-

man” (130). The antagonistic relationship looms throughout, as Ice-Candy-man “has 

many eyes, and they follow us” (130) Ice-candy-man further asserts dominance by 

abducting Ayah – essentially stealing her as though she is a product in high demand— 

but buys her later.  

Masseur’s body is technically visible to people in the street, but his gruesome death is 

not considered atypical—suggesting his death is not at all noticeable. His actual death is 

not even a causality for the greater national goal of dividing India into Muslim and Hindu 

majority states. Dying for the greater good of India would be a more honorable death. 

Instead, Ice-Candy Man defeats Masseur in a violent attack. The national anxiety before 

partition and after led to once peacefully united communities in Lahore divided between 

Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs. The division occurred at the community level and spread 

throughout the entire country. But, in this case, Ice-candy-man kills Masseur, a fellow 

Muslim, to gain ownership of Ayah. Masseur’s death is not valiant or a sacrifice for the 

nation. As Sidhwa demonstrates, violence, in this scene, transcends religious boundaries 

and become both a class concern and motive for self-gain, leading to the ownership of 

Ayah. Ice-candy-man’s anger towards Masseur transcends the religious, as they are both 
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Muslim. Yet, their shared religious identity does not save Masseur. Both Masseur and 

Ice-candy-man are lower class trade workers, but strive for social mobility. Ayah is 

Masseur’s lover, but also a resource through which they can obtain higher class and caste 

systems simply by Ayah’s association with Lenny’s family.  Ice-candy-man, however, 

does not have the same relationship with Ayah as Masseur and demonstrates what he is 

willing to do to obtain Ayah.  

Masseur is left in the street wrapped in a “gunnysack” and evolves from a person to 

spectacle: “he has been reduced to a body” (185,186). Masseur’s death becomes an 

experience of “being looked at”—a form of shame—rather than a moment of honoring 

the dead. Lenny’s first reaction is that the protruding sack is not an abnormal site during 

her walk—just another object in the road: “it is only a bulging gunnysack” (185).  

Masseur’s body on display acts as a form of othering—an othering within a bond that is 

supposed to be unified. Voyeurs intrude the personal moment and deny Masseur privacy: 

“Faces bob around us now. Some concerned, some curious. But they look at Masseur as 

if he is not a person” (186). The intruding gaze affirms the objectification of his body by 

opening him up to vulnerability. He is left to be walked over— in a “gunnysack,” as his 

body “spills out” (185). “Shame, of any kind, is an intensity that is both felt on the body 

and psychically oriented around it,” Timothy Bewes proposes. Although framed in 

relation to Coetzee and the context of the colonized vs. the colonizer, Bewes’ theory 

applies to Masseur’s body even though he is dead. Bewes writes, about the objectification 

of the body: “The experience of being looked at, of coming under the regard of 

another…the shame event is neither ethical, nor discursive, nor conceptual, but sensuous, 
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corporeal” (153). 51This concept if applied to the dead body further intensifies the shame, 

as Masseur is not alive to combat it. The very fact that he is unable to defend himself 

shows his inability to fight back or retreat from the public eye, thereby producing a 

shameful “sack” of nothing purposeful.  

Both the lack of clothing and presence of clothing further reveals vulnerability 

leading to damaged pride. Masseur’s dead body is described as, a “velvet body bare, a 

brown and white checked lungi knotted on his hips, and his feet in the sack” (185). 

Masseur is not completely naked, but his unadorned body is still revealed. Lenny 

explains, “I never knew Masseur was so fair inside, creamy, and his arms smooth and 

distended with muscles and his forearms lined with pale brown hair. A wide wedge of 

flesh was neatly hacked to further trim his slender waist, and his spine, in a velvet trough, 

dipped into his lungi” (185). Here, as Bewes writes, “while “donning clothes—taking on 

the mantle of being—is a means of avoiding shame, but, as such, to wear clothes is also a 

manifestation of shame. In this way, pride and shame are simply different expressions of 

a single social-psychological structure” (154). In this scene, Masseur’s partially clothed 

body is a “a means of avoiding shame” by “taking on the mantle of being,” yet he still 

has a lungi on, a traditional loincloth, signifying his otherness to the colonizer. Masseur’s 

vulnerability is “not that of being exposed in one’s being, but of attaining being, of 

becoming what one is” (154).  In this case, Sidhwa even merges the naked body and 

clothing by meshing the “wide wedge of flesh” “dipped into his lungi” (186). Masseur’s 

body is dead, even intertwined into his clothing, and is denied the ability to take on being. 

Bringing attention to the duality of both wearing and not wearing clothes further 

                                                
51 See Timothy Bewes’ The Event of Postcolonial Shame 
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exemplifies how Ice-candy-man’s goal is to take away his pride, which in turn is just 

another way to shame him.  As Bewes writes, “Sartre’s analysis is invaluable for the 

insight that shame and pride resemble each other…” (32). Diminishing Masseur of his 

pride is, in this case, the ultimate form of domination—continuing the cycle of shame.  

Sidhwa uses similar language to describe Masseur’s death when he is alive—

suggesting there is a blurry boundary between life and fatality—so much so that the 

language about the moment of death can’t be distinguished. It is shameful that his body is 

described in the same fashion, taking away his honor when he ought to be distinct in the 

moment of life and after his body is mutilated and reduced to “thing” status.  While alive, 

Masseur’s shirt is a “creamy bosky-silk shirt” (128).  Similarly, Lenny inverts the 

material description of his shirt to describe is bare body.  Lenny “never knew Masseur 

was so fair inside, creamy” (186). His body is found, “dispelling the stiletto reek of 

violence with the smell of fresh roses” (185) Sidhwa conflates the smell of life, “the 

smell of fresh roses” cutting in on the scent of death. However, while the flowers are 

considered the scent of life, flowers are also commonly found in burial rituals and 

tributes to the dead. Sidhwa cuts in on the scents of death, revealing the body performs 

and is described similarly both alive and dead, creating a tension that neither his life nor 

death are especially exceptional. Additionally, Sidhwa uses literal silence in the text, as I 

will soon explain in more detail, through breaking up the text with different structural 

forms; in this scene, Sidhwa disperses a song within the prose. The dark song, labeled as 

“Masseur’s song,” personifies a rose, “unfolding the rose’s tragic story” (129). The song 

of course aligns with the impending demise of Ayah and Massuer’s relationship, 

Masseur’s death, and the significance of the rose that appears at Masseur’s time of death.  
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The dark undertones of Masseur’s song both separates the fictional narrative from the 

playful scene, and acts as a source of delay.  

Sidhwa further cuts away distinctions of life and death through the conflation of 

location. Sidhwa arguably juxtaposes the discovery of Massuer’s body with an earlier 

more playful scene. Lenny and Ayah “happen(s) upon Masseur both times; yet, both 

times she finds him, the narrative describes both the location and materiality of his body 

with similar word choices. Lenny and Ayah “amble through the tall pampas grass—

purposefully purposeless—and sniffing the attar of roses, happen upon Masseur” (128). 

Although Lenny is with Hari when she finds the gunnysack, the moments are distinctly 

identified with a sense of place—one evoking life, the other juxtaposing stagnation, 

death. For example, Lenny runs through tall live grass— suggesting new growth and 

life—yet Masseur’s body is “stretched out on a dhurrie on the gray sand” (128). His body 

is again “stretched out,” but Masseur’s body lies on an Indian carpet/rug I sand, the same 

substance that composes gravel, yet is the material of a desert, beach, or river—all 

associated with living organisms. Yet, he dies on the street—an inorganic place, but his 

body performs similarly—stretched out and a site to witness in both places. However, in 

death Masseur’s face presses against “the dusty sidewalk,” a manmade surface composed 

of gravel. The scene ends with, “one side of his handsome face already buried in the 

dusty sidewalk” (186).  

Masseur’s denial of a proper burial reveals yet another level of shame(ing). Masseur 

is not given a dignified death. Rather, the violence is routine in that it is just another part 

of the day.  This scene is common within the time of Partition. Yet, it is not routine in 

standards of traditional Muslim death rituals. The sack harkens to an improper, unclean 
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treatment of the body, dishonoring both the Masseur and his family.  Rather, the body is 

traditionally cleansed with water and then wrapped in a clean white sheet and then 

buried.  

The denial of burial is acts a form of erasure. The treatment of Masseur’s body recalls 

that his life is not worth being mourned at all. Further, it is erasure that is as if they are 

always insignificant. Rather than being erased from history, men have certainly been at 

the forefront of political movements, war violence, and even violence against women.  

So, the narrative tool of erasure appropriates this for the reader. The repetitive nature of 

man’s involvement in war, nation-building, and violent acts arguably dulls the attention 

given to the male body, mistaking acts of violence for normative behavior, (although a 

clearly arguable deviation from societal norms in times of peace). Silence again 

additionally acts as a form of erasure. A literal form of silence is embedded into the text 

through section divisions and chapter changes, as Masseur’s death occurs at the end of 

the chapter. Although visible, the lack of proper attention to Masseur can be viewed as a 

further insult to injury. Rather, it acts as a form of deliberate dishonor—deliberately not 

giving attention to honoring Masseur. 

I will now discuss the concealed nature of Ayah’s violence in comparison to the 

Masseur’s exposed death. The most graphic scenes featuring female violation in 

Cracking India are Ayah’s abduction, the female fallen woman camps, and discussion of 

Ayah’s fate at the end of the narrative. Similar to Kavita Daiya, Robyn Weigman 

suggests “feminist theories of gender and power have functioned in tension with critical 

analyses of sexuality, making masculinity a site for the complex negotiation of 

feminism’s own understanding of identities, bodies, and both political and erotic desire” 
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(33). Cracking India still manifests as an intimate unveiling of “perplexing unrealities” 

and violations of women’s rights as a result of religious and political turmoil through 

demonstrating the different treatment of violence possible through literary representation 

(Cracking India 11). Sidhwa’s model of corporal representation suggests the following 

questions: If this is a novel about the unjust violence against women, where are the 

descriptive rape scenes? During the abduction scene when Ayah is taken, why is her body 

not described?  Instead, Ayah’s transition into a “dancing-girl” acts as form of shaming 

as she unwillingly objectifies her body. Ayah’s body is sexualized throughout the pre-

partition sequences as “everything about her is eighteen years old,” “round,” “plump” and 

“up and down they look at her,” “star[ing] at her with hard, alert eyes” (12) Ayah then 

seems to disappear until she is sold into prostitution and her shame is visible. Lenny hears 

via the cook’s hearsay that “she’s converted to a dancing-girl”(255). Ayah is, much like 

the characters Bewes references in the work of Coetzee and Rushdie, “an object selected 

for attention” (149). Yet, Godmother corrects her: “She isn’t a dancing-girl anymore: 

she’s a wife” (255). Ayah occupies several roles, although both the role of “dancing-girl” 

and “wife” are both forms of shaming as she is not in control of her assigned role; Ayah 

is forced to marry Ice-candy-man after her abduction.  

Ayah creates a spectacle when she enters the room on her wedding day due to her 

disheveled appearance. While Masseur is dead and physically cannot change his 

condition of being shamed in the street, Ayah, though alive, likewise cannot change her 

circumstances despite the fact that she is still alive. Before she enters the room on her 

wedding day, the scenery is described as “ornate,” “gleaming,” “gratifying,” “cool,” and 

“delicious.” (272). Yet, when Ayah enters the room, the imagery changes abruptly. Ayah 
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is “teetering,” “tripping,” “her eyes are lowered and her head draped” (272). She is a 

physical embodiment of shame. Her “radiance and animation [are] gone,” she is 

“vacant….[and] Ayah casts her lids down: and [bows] her head…and through the 

prickling brocade and silver lame of her kamize at least feel the soft and rounded 

contours of her diminished flesh” (272). While her Masseur is dead and buried in a 

gunnysack, shamefully tossed into the street for everyone to see, Ayah herself is a 

spectacle in an ironic wedding headdress, in fine jewelry and clothes, shamed in the 

spotlight. The gunnysack complicates the idea of display by conflating exposure with 

concealment. While Masseur is shamed due to the fact that he is not given a proper 

burial, Ayah is shamed in the fact that she must marry her abuser. Though alive, she is 

“diminished flesh,” similar to her own Masseur in that a death-like description is utilized. 

In her moment of arrival in wedding garb, “she buries her head in me, and buries me in 

all her finery,” her shame lying in the fact that she cannot bury her physical demon, Ice-

candy-man. This death-like imagery exemplifies her feeling that the old Ayah is dead and 

she must somehow fit into this new role, leaving her original self behind. This 

unwillingness for her person to remain unto her body shows the ultimate shame she feels 

for being objectified and forced into marriage. She is dead, and her figurative death (like 

Masseur’s literal death) is shameful. She is shamed into numbness and a part of her dies 

in this ironic celebration of marrying Ice-candy-man. 

Ice-candy-man’s act of renaming Ayah also acts as a form of shaming—but of 

concealment rather than exposure. Ice-candy-man takes away Ayah’s self-worth not only 

through the clear violation of her subjectivity, as she is abducted, raped, and married to the 

perpetrator, but Ice-Candy-man gives the Hindu Ayah a Muslim name. The act of 
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“renaming” Ayah further affirms his desire to erase her previous history and create the 

image of the woman he wants to her to be. Yet, Lenny’s innocence veils the complexity of 

this change as she simply claims, “I like the name” (271) and thinks “it fitting that a 

courtier’s wife be named after a Mogul queen” (272). Lenny’s naïve perspective reflects 

how in actuality Ayah lacks all power and her “radiance” and “animation” are “extracted 

from the living body” (272). Though Lenny, a child, cannot meta-cognitively analyze the 

implications of Ayah being given a Muslim name, she does question Ayah’s physical 

embodiment of emotion. She says, “Where have the radiance and the animation gone? Can 

the soul be extracted from its living body?” (272) Because Ayah has been renamed, the 

physical embodiment of her identity is altered. Again, the semblance of shame is observed 

in Ayah. Her internal manifestations of shame are explicitly visible in the form of her 

violated and disrupted physical body. 

Lenny explains Ayah is “deeply, irrevocably ashamed” and “they have shamed her” 

(CI 266). Lenny notices the men are acquainted with Ayah; they are “not those men in 

the carts—(those) were strangers—but Sharbat Khan, and Ice-candy-man and Iman Din 

and Cousin’s cook and the butcher and the other men she counted among her friends and 

admirers” (266).  Once Lenny realizes Ayah has been “shamed,” she cries, “I don’t want 

her to think she’s bad just because she’s been kidnapped” (266).  Lenny’s child 

perspective at least recognizes how others place shame onto Ayah. Lenny’s statement 

reveals the historical alignment of how shame and honor, as seen in South Asian 

literature, are internalized to the point where even communal attacks on women were 

independently shameful upon the woman’s family, leading to families refusing to take 

back their daughters or wife after an abduction. For example, Menon and Bhasin’s 
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historical accounts claim how “so many men recounted with pride how their women 

“preferred to commit suicide” (khudkashi) (Menon and Bhasin 45). Lenny arguably 

internalizes this through crying the way “grown-ups cry when their hearts are breaking” 

(266).  

Sufyia and Omar in Rushdie’s Shame 

Much like the contention between Masseur and Ayah, Sufiya and Omar create a 

dialectic of cyclical shame. But, unlike Sidhwa’s model, Sufiya and Omar further the 

cycle of shame through shaming each other. In Cracking India, Ice-Candy Man acts as 

the intermediary—a mediator who shames both Ayah and Masseur both separately and 

collectively. Sidhwa’s model goes back and forth between the exposure of Masseur’s 

body and then slowly revealing Ayah’s shame subtly through examples like her wedding 

day and name change. There is a clear suppression/protection of Ayah by not showing 

graphic mutilation; to expose her body would be further violating. Sidhwa’s model is one 

of tension and concealment as she shows Masseur’s maimed body, but still places his 

death within a section and chapter division. The reader has to work through the barriers 

Sidhwa creates. Yet, Rushdie mentions shame, or “sharam” repeatedly. Additionally, 

unlike the loving reciprocal relationship of Ayah and Masseur, a third-party meditator, 

like Ice-candy-man, does not perpetuate the tension. The narrator ironically claims, “what 

I have to tell you is—cannot be described as anything but—a love story” (126). But, the 

central tension between Omar and Sufyia’s relationship precipitates by Sufyia’s killing of 

the males and Omar’s attempt to “heal” Sufyia. Shame does not remain contained in 

Sufyia and Omar’s relationship, but instead the widespread embodiment of shame 

simultaneously exists in other main characters like Rasa, Isky, Bilquis, Good News, 
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Mahmoud “the Woman”—demonstrating shame’s physical inescapability in moments of 

violence regardless of gender. Although both violence and shame are appropriated on the 

feminine, the aftermath of Sufyia’s murder of the adolescents. 

Yet, Sufiya Zinobia, like the characters in Cracking India, still deters shame unto 

herself; she is the embodiment of shame due to her varying mentality, as discussed in 

Chapter One. However, Sufiya Zinobia appropriates shame onto herself through her 

actions and the actions of others, for example her shame began at birth—as her mother 

was supposed to give birth to a boy. However, the blame is not placed on Bilquis, but 

instead onto Sufiya, “the moron”.  Within the cycle she perpetuates, Sufiya Zinobia , an 

allusion to the 3rd century queen, shames others by not just killing them but through 

mutilation—signifying a deeper level of violation—a violation embedded with shame. 

For example, she “tor[e] off their heads” and “reach[es] into their bodies to draw their 

guts up through their necks” (144). Yet, she does this with “her tiny and weaponless 

hands” (144). Rushdie creates a dynamic where Sufiya Zinobia is disabled and 

theoretically powerless—a form of shaming. But, she uses her “tiny” “weaponless 

hands,” and kills the males when she isn’t expected. Sufiya’s violence towards men, 

however, creates more shame for herself—continuing the cycle. Sufyia can not defend 

the shameful things that happen to her, so she retaliates through causing shame to others. 

Although Sufiya is forced into an arranged marriage like Ayah, Sufiya and Omar’s 

relationship dynamic differs because it promotes reciprocal shaming. Sufyia and Omar’s 

marriage is strategic for Omar—“ by marrying the unmarriageable child, [he] is enabled 

to stay close to Hyder for years, before, during, and after his Presidency” (149). Omar, an 

immunologist, is willing to treat Sufyia’s “immunological crisis”. Omar’s pride 
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overcomes him, as he is an “illustrious medicine man, and the professional excitement 

had led him to Sufyia Zinobia years ago” and “that old challenge had been renewed” 

(248). Omar’s desire to “treat” Sufyia dominates their relationship and leads to his pride 

finally with shame: “for so long shameless, was made brave by a twinge of shame?” 

(248).   Omar questions, “perhaps, under hypnosis, a cure could be effected?” (247). 

However, his attempt to control Sufiya backfires and their entire interaction replicates a 

cycle. First, he “made the mistake of commanding her to lie down on the bed, without 

explaining that he had no intention of forcing her to” (249). Yet, the narrator quickly 

retorts, “so of course she misunderstood his purpose” (249). The power struggle is 

described as “Sufiya Zinobia against the Beast,” and “that what was left of that poor girl 

had hurled itself against the creature, that the wife was protecting her husband against 

herself” (249). Omar’s violence towards Sufyia has to be in the form of medicine, 

because he is unable to naturally tame the “beast”. Sufyia wrestles with both elements of 

her personality, but Omar sticks “the needle, without benefit of local anesthetic, deep into 

rump and pushed the plunger, and she subsided into unconsciousness with a sigh” (250). 

The shame of his inability to control his wife reflects onto Omar, as he is not only unable 

to cure her, but can only “administer the drugs that turned her from one fairy-tale into 

another, into sleeping-beauty instead of beauty-and-beast” (250).  And yet, even the 

drugs, although Omar “refus[es] to administer the final, painless injection,”  do not keep 

her locked in the attic room despite how “they padlocked her to the attic beams”  (250).   

Sufiya Zinobia, “a family’s shame made flesh,” asserts a manhood that was initially 

what her parents, Rasa and Bilquis desired. Yet, she is shamed for assertively commiting 

violence. But to her mother, Bilquis, “the ice of the latest shame lent a frozen rigidity” to 
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her mother, Bilquis. However, the difference between Sufiya and Masseur’s shame lies in 

that she has a choice. He is dead, but the more she defends her honor the more she is 

shamed. Bilquis orders the ayah, yet another symbol of shame (as she shames Sufyia by 

getting pregnant by Sufiya’s husband) to “go in and bring out scissors” (144). Bilquis 

shames Sufyia by physically marking her—cutting her hair. Bilquis whispers under her 

breath “‘. . . Tear your hair… birthright… woman’s pride… all fuzzy-wuzzy like a 

hubshee female… cheapness… loose… crazy’ and “then the scissors came, and still 

nobody darved intervene, as Bilquis grabbed hold of great clumps of her daughter’s 

savaged tresses, and cut, and cut and cut” (144). Afterwards, Sufyia looks like “a 

cornfield after a fire; sad, black, stuble, a catastrophic desolation wraught by maternal 

age” (144). It is evident here that shame drives Bilquis’s “maternal rage” – so much so 

that Raza takes Sufyia away from “Bilquis’s uncontrollable hand”(144). The physical 

marker of cutting her hair remains less shameful for Bilquis but it is an action she can 

control, unlike her desire: “We always wanted a boy” (144).  

The “unfelt shame of everyone around Sufyia” dominates her body, acting as a self-

form of violence. After Sufiya Zinobia’s haircut “something frightful had begun to 

happen to the girl’s tiny body,” Her body is described as “red and purple with small hard 

pimples in the middle,” “boils were forming between her toes,” “extraordinary vermillion 

lumps,” “over salivating” (144). The violence Sufyia commits to other internalizes an d 

manifests physically: “it was as though the dark violence which had been engendered 

within that small physique had turned inwards” (145). Further, “plague of shame—in 

which I insists on including the unfelt shame of those around her, for instance what had 

not been felt by Raza Hyder when he gunned down Babar Shakil—as well as the 
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unceasing shame of her own existence, and of her hacked-off hair,” Rushdie writes, “the 

plague, I say, spread rapidly through that tragic being whose chief defining characteristic 

was her sensitivity to the bacilli of humiliation. She was taken to hospital with pus 

bursting from her sores, dribbling, incontinent, with the rough, cropped proof of her 

mother’s loathing on her head” (145). Everyone around Sufyia treats her like a girl. But, 

she has been told her while life she should have been a boy. Yet, the moments she acts 

violent—when the “beast” erupts—it backfires. Similarly, genders bend in Cracking 

India, as Masseur is described through Lenny’s perspective as delightful and has “soft” 

“creamy” skin. Yet, even Masseur, a man arguably feminized through his soft touch and 

healing hands. Yet, he still experiences a painful humiliating death.  

 “Good News”: Two Sides of Shame 

In Rushdie’s Shame, Sufiya’s sister, and foil, “Good News,” the opposite of shame, or 

Naveed, commits and dies a dishonorable death; she ends her life shamefully as 

exemplified through her suicide. She can not escape the violence of shame as seen 

through the materiality of her death: both physical details of her body and her clothing. 

Throughout Shame, Bilquis makes remarks like, “Thank God for Good News’ in 

comparison to Sufyia (125).  However, “Good News” ironically is found “hanged by the 

neck, dead” (241). Not only does she die shamefully, but she dies after a failed first 

attempt: “On the floor beneath her dangling feet lay the broken rope of her first attempt 

snapped by the enormous weight of her pregnancy” (241). Yet, the primary difference 

remains the difference in choice—leading to questions of which is more shameful. 

However, both male and female dishonorable deaths demonstrate gender perhaps works 

in both ways throughout these Partition novels.  
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Clothing cannot conceal the shame, much like the Masseur in Cracking India. 

Bewes’s idea that shame, both fully naked or concealed, still remains a manifestation of 

shame, reminds observers of the lifeless nature of her body.  Good News’s “suicide note 

had been attached to the obscene globularity of her midriff by a baby’s safety-pin” (241). 

The note “refer[s] to her terror of the arithmetical progression of babies marching out of 

her womb” (241). The note further highlights displacement of such a letter on the female 

and pregnant body attached with a “baby’s safety-pin” – implying she is clothed (241). 

Rushdie highlights the possibility of a murder, rather than suicide, because the letter “did 

not mention what she thought of her husband” (241).  The accusation or suggestion 

Naveed’s suicide is actually a murder further shames Naveed because the violence 

possibly done to her is concealed as her own fault and remains unknown.  Unlike 

Masseur’s death—Ice-candy-man’s triumph—Naveed’s “suicide” is not never proven as 

Talvar’s responsibility and he “would never be brought to trial on any charge” (241). 

Rushdie demonstrates a distinction between Good News alive and dead through 

details like the following:  “there was jasmine in her hair” and how she “fills the room” 

with the fragrance, “Joy by Jean Patou,” “the most expensive perfume in the world” 

(241). Still, these almost comedic gestures—as this is clearly not a joyful situation, are 

primarily present to “cover up the smell of her bowels opening in death” (241). Although 

the perfume covers the room with scent, the foul odors are only masked, actually bringing 

more attention to the peculiarity and morbidity of the situation.  

The Violence of Representation  

Ultimately, Sidhwa’s Cracking India and Rushdie’s Shame intertwine moments of 

violence, gender, and shame within Partition. Juxtaposing the two novels together shows 
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the implications of shame in an irrevocable way: not only is shame abstract, but it is also 

a physical manifestation. In Cracking India, Sidhwa illustrates how both the masculine 

and feminine identities are appropriated with shame, which is both relentless, 

perpetuated, and constantly in cycle. The act of the feminized Masseur’s death in and of 

itself is shameful; and yet, he must be shamed even in death as he lies in a “gunnysack” 

in the streets. His Ayah is also doubly shamed, being sold into prostitution and forced to 

marry, and to change her identity. Despite that there are both feminine and masculine 

qualities within these male and female characters through their modes of violence and 

victimization of violence, both come to the same result—disappointment, embarrassment, 

loss of honor, and, undoubtedly, shame. In Shame, Rushdie portrays the same shame 

being appropriated onto Sufiya, much like how Ice-candy-man feminizes Masseur. 

Sufiya, the masculine prototype, is shamed from birth, given that she is not the honorable 

male her parents wished for. Her shame only encourages her to act in what she feels is 

powerful, but only amounts to, again, shame. Despite her identity and gender labels on 

these characters, both males and females are subjected to an immense amount of 

dishonor. 

Sidhwa’s Cracking India and Rushdie’s Shame suggest an impending problem that 

has yet to be solved: the need to defend honor—ranging from self to the collective—to 

prevent shame. Therein, the problem of violence arises, creating a cyclic process. 

Violence impacts at the individual level and extends into a larger systemic issue—

changing not only the way individuals live, but the world in which they live.  As a result, 

the specific aesthetic choices Rushdie and Sidhwa face when writing intimate 
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representations of Partition impact larger realms like political and economic contexts 

both of the historical moment and within the literary marketplace.  

As I will next discuss in Chapter Three, Sidhwa and Rushdie use their narratives to 

engage with the history of India and Pakistan and while face issues of representation 

within global and cosmopolitan perspectives. Both Shame and Cracking India end 

ambiguously, without resolution. Sidhwa visibly wrestles to find a solution, yet “…And 

Ice-candy-man, too, disappears across the Wagah border into India” (289). Both Ayah 

and Ice-candy-man’s border crossings do not indicate the actual directions of their lives, 

but suggests the possibility—yet still ambiguity—of renewal. Still, Rushdie’s 

problematic depiction of Sufyia remains unresolvable—as “the Beast of shame cannot be 

held for long within any one frame of flesh and blood, because it grows, it feeds and 

swells, until the vessel bursts. And then an explosion comes…” (305). Rather than 

resolution, Rushdie gives a remainder, “in the shape of a giant, grey and headless man, a 

figure of dreams, a phantom with one arm lifted in a gesture of farewell” (305). Living 

death—or a double death—continues to loom over the perpetrators of violence. In the 

next chapter, I will now place both Rushdie and Sidhwa within the context of the literary 

marketplace. I not only suggest Rushdie and Sidhwa use different aesthetic modes to 

wrestle with the inability to resolve conflict, but also that the literary marketplace acts as 

a potential explanation for their styles/adaptations due to imbedded expectations of the 

global persona and cosmopolitan celebrity.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Rushdie, Sidhwa, and the Literary Marketplace 
 

“…along comes publication, and you’re 
obliged to admit that this thing is actually an 
extremely public act. And you feel naked. It’s 
like undressing in public. Also, you don’t 
want to prescribe the book to people, to tell 
them what it’s about and how to read it. You 
want them to bring their imagination to it. So 
the way in which books are now marketed 
runs counter to my instincts. If you look back 
at the 18th century—one of the great periods 
in the history of English literature—it was 
entirely possible for books to become 
extremely famous while their authors 
remained more or less unknown.” 

 -Salman Rushdie52 
 
“I have had a personal experience with what 
these people [reviewers and editors and their 
choice of reviewers] can do, and ironically, in 
the form of Rushdie.” 

-Bapsi Sidhwa53 
 

This chapter examines how the global literary marketplace directly shapes Sidhwa 

and Rushdie’s Partition novels. We can see this through how their specific aesthetic 

choices function as two different modes for adapting to the literary marketplace. In doing 

so, each author seeks to navigate the tension between appealing to the local and global, 

negotiating how to avoid voyeurism and exploitation—resulting in guilt and (the 

likelihood of) promoting what Brouillette terms a “touristic conscience” in a world where 

books are commodities.54 This “touristic conscience,” or an awareness which impacts the 

ways writers perceive “their own reception and market positioning,” aims to combat the 

                                                
52 Rushdie, Salman. Interview by Alison Beard. Harvard Business Review. “Life’s Work: An Interview 
with Salman Rushdie,” 2015. Web. 26 Mar. 2016. 
53  Montenegro, David, and Bapsi Sidhwa. “Bapsi Sidhwa: An Interview”. The Massachusetts Review 31.4 
(1990): 513–533. Web. 26. Mar. 2016. 
54See Sarah Brouillette’s Postcolonial Writers in the Literary Marketplace pp15, 16-17,  26-7.  
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aspects of “tourism” that lead to a problematic voyeuristic mode without consideration of 

a complex cultural history (Brouillette 15). Self-awareness then becomes “a set of literary 

strategies” that function through “assumptions shared between author and reader.” Both 

“producer” and “consumer” wrestle with or try to get rid of “touristic guilt” (7). I argue 

Rushdie and Sidhwa’s narration choices and the form of the novel enable Sidhwa and 

Rushdie to expose the underlying economic and political tensions navigating both their 

work and the overall market in which they produce literature.  Both Sidhwa and Rushdie 

anticipate the commodification of their works through the treatment of violence as 

encased encodings, such as Rushdie’s depiction of Bilquis’s shawls and Sidhwa’s black 

box. Further, they not only acknowledge the problem of the deliberate commodification, 

but also demonstrate the necessity to bring such issues to the surface. First, I turn to how 

the extratextual aspects of the book are actually central to understanding how Rushdie 

and Sidhwa relate to the global literary marketplace.  And in relation, I will discuss how 

these aspects, such as the cover design, marketing, promotion, and reviews, relate to the 

commodification of the text and the role capitalizing on exoticism plays in the process.  I 

will then discuss how each novel anticipates and textualizes its own commodification, 

both in terms of its location in the global literary marketplace and how it encodes and 

even capitalizes on the representations of violence I have previously discussed. For both 

Rushdie and Sidhwa, we see how their literature as a cultural production mediates how 

books textualize the urgent realities of violence. Because Rushdie and Sidhwa occupy 

two different positions in the literary marketplace and use two different literary modes, 

the way they are promoted and the way these books are designed are also a part of that 

process. There is no necessary link between the cover design and the text. In fact, there 
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should not be and cannot be a link because viewing the two together instead reveals the 

larger issue of exoticism.55 Strategic exoticism reveals the necessity of obscuring the 

violent, nonfiction content of a book in order to gain an audience.  

First and foremost, critics and postcolonial writers continue to widely 

acknowledge both political and economic dynamics of literature production and 

circulation. Pierre Bourdieu, John Hutnyk, Graham Huggan, and Sarah Brouillette’s 

cultural materialist contributions to research on the complexity of cultural and literary 

production remain among the most prominent insights in relationship to the global 

literary marketplace. Bourdieu importantly acknowledges how the social production of 

literature often translates into literature itself; moreover, the production literature is 

impacted both by authorship as a profession and also the process of interpreting images 

of themselves as writers and then reinventing in order to form new, more marketable, 

identities.56 Within this realm, Gerard Genette emphasizes the importance of paratext—

titles, formats, reviews, prefaces.57 Genette emphasizes how the identity of the author 

does not occur independently of the products. For example, Indian writing English 

arguably suffers from the condition Pankaj Mishra calls “Rushdieitis”.58  Huggan argues 

“Rushdieitis” remains “less a literary phenomenon than an effect of the reception of the 

                                                
55 See Brouillette’s “The Industry of Postcoloniality” p17 of Postcolonial Writers in the Global Literary 
Marketplace. 
56 See Brouillette’s Postcolonial Writers in the Literary Marketplace, p2 
Consult Bourdieu’s The Field of Cultural Production (1993) and The Rules of Art (1996) 
57 See Gerard Genette’s “Introduction to Paratext.” Gerard writes: “the literary work consists, exhaustively 
or essentially, of a text, that is to say (a very minimal definition) in a more or less lengthy sequence of 
verbal utterances more or less containing meaning. But this text rarely appears in its nakes state, without 
the reinforcement and accompaniment of a certain number of productions, themselves verbal or not, like an 
author’s name, a title, a preface, illustrations. One doe not always know if one should consider that they 
belong to the text or not, but in any case they surround it and prolong it, precisely in order to present it, in 
the usual sense of this verb, but also in it strongest meaning: to make it present, to assure its presence in the 
world, its “reception” and its consumption, in the form, nowadays at least, of a book” (261). 
 
58 See Rushdie and West (1997) page xiii 
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representative writer’s work”—suggesting the role of author cannot be separated from the 

literary market that perpetuates personas.59 In comparison, this distinction just further 

reiterates how Bapsi Sidhwa’s social realist mode both appeals and is marketed to a 

different demographic. For example, Sidhwa’s Cracking India more likely appeals to 

fans of “Écriture feminine,” as she does exactly what Cixous stresses in The Laugh of the 

Medusa: 60 “woman must write herself: must write about women and bring women to 

writing, from which they have been driven away as violently as from their bodies” 

(Laugh of the Medusa, 875). Sidhwa capitalizes on this audience as she discusses a 

previously repressed women’s history, while Rushdie appeals to the literary cannon by 

making grand sweeping literary allusions ranging from Victorian literature to 11th century 

poetry.  Despite Sidhwa’s less cosmopolitan identity, Sidhwa’s method is direct, as she 

“put[s] herself into the text—as into the world and into history—by her own movement” 

(Cixous 875). Sidhwa and Rushdie’s aesthetic modes, when viewed in conversation, 

particularly demonstrate how their antagonistic relationship arguably still aims for the 

same goal: a balance between political and economic registers to discuss violence, while 

also appealing to both a regional and global audience.  

 

 

 

                                                
59	  Graham Huggan’s seminal materialist study The Postcolonial Exotic (2001), argues “global reader 
figures” directly relate to “a pervasive guilt about the consumption of postcolonial cultural products” (5). 
Interconnection with readers then sets the foreground for breaking down shared assumptions in order to 
understand Rushdie and Sidhwa’s purposeful attempts at connecting to their desired audience—ranging 
from seemingly mundane yet strategic book covers, to either global and/or regional appeal.	  
60 Cixous, Hélène, Keith Cohen, and Paula Cohen. “The Laugh of the Medusa”. Signs 1.4 (1976): 875–893. 
Web 30 Mar. 2016. 
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Extratextual Value: Cover Design, Marketing, Reviewing, and Promotion 
 
 I will now move to the extratextual aspects of the book. When I use the term 

extratextual, I refer specifically to elements outside of the literary texts like book cover 

design and the process of marketing, reviews, and promotion Sidhwa and Rushdie engage 

in.  First looking at Rushdie, it is pertinent to note the previous criticism about Rushdie is 

both vast and varied. Critics often view Rushdie as celebrity and  “as a power brand, 

capable of granting cultural capital to authors” (Mendes 5).61 In regards to scholarship 

addressed from a cultural studies perspective, Ana Cristina Mendes examines Rushdie as 

“cultural broker,” as “gatekeeper,” and “a mediator” in numerous spheres (2).62 Unlike 

previous Rushdie criticism, Mendes explores “the writer’s self-declared cultural magpie 

tendency” and challenges the typical postcolonial topics of migration, looking to the past,  

and cultural hybridity by simultaneously “consider[ing] the vital significance of the 

questioning of the high/low cultural divide in the development of those questions” (6).63 

Mendes’s argument aligns with Huggan’s view that “the status of literature and the 

literary has shifted with the move to a more culturally oriented analysis” 

                                                
61 Also see Graham Huggan’s The Postcolonial Exotic: Marketing the Margins, Chapters 3 and 8 
and Timothy Brennan’s Wars of Position: The Cultural Politics of Left and Right p72 for research about 
Rushdie as celebrity.  
62 See Andrew Wernick’s “Authorship and the Supplement of Promotion” in What is an Author? ed. 
Maurice Biriotti and Nicola Miller (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1993) p90-1. for analysis 
about writers as “brand-names developed out of patents, at first as a way to lay title(againist stealers and 
forgers) to the personal ownership of the formula, invention or design embodied in a product” 
See Brouillette’s discussion and elaboration about Wernick, p66	  
63 By “self proclaimed magpie tendencies,” Mendes refers to Salman Rusdhie’s declaration: “I don’t 
deliberately set out to create this mélange of form, this high-low, east and west, north and south, jumble 
sale of literature. Given that every book is an attempt to understand the world, I use the stuff that lodges in 
my memory. I have a magpie tendency. I remember fragments of everything from Dante to the lyrics of 
Bob Dylan” (epigraph of Mendes Intro p1)(her citation: qtd in Michael Silverblatt 206)  
 [magpie harkens echos of James Joyce’s self proclamation as a “magpie”] 
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(Interdisciplinary 12; Rushdie in the Cultural Marketplace 5).64  Within a culturally 

oriented analysis, it is then vital to acknowledge how books are a specific type of 

commodity. When I use the terms commodity and commodification, I refer to books that 

are bought and sold and then exchanged for something else,  or  “an external object, a 

thing which through its qualities satisfies human needs of whatever kind”.65 Marx’s use-

value vs. exchange-value distinctions become useful in that books demonstrate how 

society deems the “usefulness” of a book and the literary marketplace then demonstrates 

the exchange counterpart by which the commodity is compared to other books on the 

market. Books have the physical aspects of a commodity—use-value—and also social 

use-values—meaning books become useful to others and are ultimately exchanged both 

for money and cultural capital. However, Brouillette importantly distinguishes how 

“books” extend beyond the word “books”—instead the word “stands in for an assemblage 

of separate entities,” and for a wide variety of content complicated by the process of 

distribution and consumer projections rather than uniformity like say Coke, Starbucks, or 

McDonalds. “Moreover, books cannot move easily across borders due to linguistic and 

cultural differences that impede easy dissemination.” Brouillette writes, “Coke is Coke 

wherever it goes. Barring a few basic changes to its packaging and design, the content is 

the same,” while books require the the process of what Eva Hemmungs Wirten has 

termed “transediting”—or sorting through the individual components that make up a 

                                                
64 Mendes, Salman Rushdie in the Cultural Marketplace (2013) Rusdhie writes with “a self-ironic 
acceptance and question of an instantaneous cut-and-paste contemporary culture,” but also “self-irony and 
self-reflexivity, compounded by strategies of re-orientalisation (2). 
65 Marx, Capital pp125-126 for definition of Commodity  
See p138 for Use-Value verses Exchange-Value 
Marx, Karl. Capital: A Critique of Political Economy. Vol. 1. Trans. Ben Fowkes. New York: Penguin, 
1990.	  
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book (49).66 Additionally, while all of this is vital, it is necessary that our perception of 

“material history of authorship” develops alongside the changes in the commercial 

structure of the literary industry “in order to recognize an altered series of interconnected 

spheres of authorial anxiety and self-articulation” (62).  Central to analyzing a 

commodity, in this case books, we need to consider its physical appearance—its cover. I 

turn now to a more in-depth analysis specifically of Rushdie and Sidhwa’s book cover 

variations.  

Figures 1, 2, and 3 represent the variations from the first British and American 

first editions of Rushdie’s Shame to the mass produced and consumed Random House 

Trade edition. Although the materiality of the book is a clear marketing maneuver, the 

understated design choice for the original 1983 publication reiterates the value of 

language—first, literally on the cover and second, inside the text. For the sake of a more 

complete picture of placing the cover designs, it is important to note the covers I use are 

not the only covers released. Rather, the comparison between the three represents the 

general concept of design change. Rushdie’s cultural capital is further solidified through 

the fact that he actually has more than 50 different book cover designs of Shame, further 

demonstrating how Shame has been mass produced and circulated. 

                                                
66	  See Brouillete’s p49-61 for analysis of book as commodity. 
See Eva Hemmungs Wirten’s Global Infatuation: Explorations in Transnational Publishing and Texts for 
in depth discussion and definition of “transediting.” 
“Transediting can be thought of as the way glocalization works in the publishing world, as an original text 
is edited and altered to appeal to a variety of localities that would be less receptive otherwise”—Brouillette, 
p184	  
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Fig. 1. Rushdie, Salman. Shame. First American edition. New York: Knopf, 1983. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Rushdie, Salam. Shame. First British edition. Johnathon Cape Ltd, 1983. 
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Fig. 3. Saltzman, Allison. Cover Design. Shame. Random House Trade Paperback, 2008. 
Hatzius, Lynn. Cover Illustration. 
 

 

By 1983 when Shame was published, Rushdie was already a multi-award winner for 

Midnight’s Children—winner of the Man Booker Prize, the Best Booker of the Booker, 

and James Tait Black Memorial Prize for Fiction. Yet, despite Rushdie’s outwardly 

postcolonial celebrity persona, the original cover of Shame is surprisingly understated. It 

is pertinent to acknowledge how the design heavily emphasizes Rushdie’s actual name, 

centered in bold white font, as a blatant contrast to the dark black cover and read title 

lettering.  Still, the understated nature of the cover can be seen as a strategic move 

because the only text/images in the design directly associate with Rushdie—both as 

author of a new book and Rushdie as an already established writer.  Rather than featured 

quotations or reviews from contemporaries, Rushdie’s first edition covers emphasize 

either his previous book (Midnight’s Children) or previous award (Winner of the Booker 
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Prize). As seen in both the British and American first edition designs (See Fig. 1 and Fig. 

2.), Rushdie just further demonstrates the depth of what it means to have cultural capital; 

he does not need fancy or kitschy images to attract potential audiences.  Rather, the 

design only uses association within the realm of “Rushdie,” as there are not outside 

reviews or quotes of affirmation.  

Criticism on Sidhwa, however, emphasizes her locality and status as both Pakistani 

and Parsee, although she has also lived in various places in the United States, such as 

Texas, since the 1980s. Rida Iqtadar argues Sidhwa’s “local subject matter” and “culture 

specific structural forms” are not “decorative devices to attract the world market,” but are 

instead “meaningful cultural markers and being essential in the context, evolve naturally 

in her works” (Iqtadar). 67 Sidhwa’s social realist mode is perceived as more “local” and 

“authentic”. Rushdie’s status as “a power brand,” able to grant “cultural capital to 

authors,” can clearly be seen on the American Cracking India cover published in 2006 by 

Milkweed Editions, a nonprofit publisher, dedicated to “identify[ing], nurture[ing] and 

publish[ing] transformative literature, and build an engaged community around it.”68 In 

Figure 4, the book cover design features a quote from Salman Rushdie. Rushdie praises 

Sidhwa’s Cracking India as, “one of the finest responses made to the horror of the 

division of the subcontinent” (See Figure 4). 

 

                                                
67  Rida Iqtadar, Pakistani Cultural Discourses in English Language: An Analysis of Bapsi Sidhwa’s 
Fiction (2012).  
68 milkweed.org Milkweed’s mission statement: “Founded in 1980, Milkweed Editions is an independent 
book publisher. Our mission is to identify, nurture and publish transformative literature, and build an 
engaged community around it. As a nonprofit organization, Milkweed Editions depends on the generosity 
of institutions and individuals, in addition to revenue generated by sales of the books we publish. In an 
increasingly consolidated book business, this support allows us to select and publish books on the basis of 
their literary quality and transformative potential” 
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Fig. 4. Funfhausen, Christian. Cracking India Cover Design. Milkweed Editions, USA 2006.  
 
 
Ironically, however, this strategy can possibly be seen in two ways depending on the 

audience. Rushdie’s quote can, first and foremost, be seen as intended to solicit potential 

book buyers—both unfamiliar audiences and specialists in South Asian literature.  An 

unfamiliar reader of South Asian Partition fiction might be drawn Rushdie’s name and 

notoriety due to his global reach beyond literary studies (i.e. news coverage about the 

fatwa, exile, appearances in popular culture like the movie Bridget Jones Diary, etc). Or 

on the other hand, readers more familiar with postcolonial literature may read the quote 

on the front cover that claims Sidhwa’s Cracking India is “one of the finest responses” 

and then subliminally think of other “responses made to the horror.” Rushdie’s word 

choice is striking in that he does not claim Sidhwa’s work to be the best response to the 

horror of Partition. Due to Rushdie’s open-ended word choice, it is more likely for book 
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buyers to possibly associate the novel with two of the most popular novels about Partition 

(one from the perspective of India, other Pakistan)— both coincidentally by, none other 

than Rushdie himself. Such a move is not at all coincidental. Rather, Rushdie’s intrusion 

into Sidhwa’s persona, even at the surface level of her American book cover design, is 

further indoctrination of Rushdie’s guise as celebrity and “cultural broker”.  

 Readers may see the alluring colors and the words “Cracking India” and be attracted 

to the indication that the book is about India—arguably encouraging the typical “touristic 

consciousness,” and allowing readers to become voyeurs into Indian culture, however 

stereotypical. The image of saffron on the front cover further reinforces stereotypical 

assumptions about India; an exotic commodity like saffron harkens back to India’s 

colonial links with the spice trade, further demonstrating how India has been strongly 

influenced by British imperialism.  

Additionally, Sadan Jha’s scholarship on the history of colors in India examines 

how saffron was a color of national importance in the late 1920s, when Nehru 

acknowledged it as an “old color” and Chatterji noted it was symbolic of India’s 

population.69 Saffron remains a controversial color in regards to religion, as seen through 

the “saffron flag” associated with Hinduism. In India, “colors emerge onto the social 

surface wrapped under the foil of the caste system” – further demonstrating the political 

and religious complexities veiled behind a picture of saffron as commodity. 

Contrastingly, saffron also represents the symbols of bravery, strength, femininity, and 

spirituality, as well as a symbol connected to Indian women, as seen through wedding 

                                                
69 Jha, Sadan. "Challenges in the History of Colors: The Case of Saffron." The Indian Economic and Social 
History Review 51.2 (2014): 199-229. Web. 1 Apr. 2016.  
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garb, tilaka, bindi, hena are often associated with the color red.70 The cover, much like 

the actual plot of Sidhwa’s Cracking India may appear simple on the surface, but instead 

entangles various social, political, and religious conflicts at once. 71 

Correspondingly, Figure 5, the original Cracking India cover released in 1991 in the 

United States, also by Milkweed Editions stereotypes Indian culture. The cover alludes to 

a more mystical element through the ambiguity of the woman. The cover yet again 

emphasizes the feminine: both the image of a woman and the traditionally feminized 

color pink. Saffron reappears as well; yet, rather than red font, the presumably Indian 

woman, is clothed in traditional red clothing—as readers later discover is probably Ayah.  

 

                                                
70 See Gwendolyn A. Foster’s Women Filmmakers of the African Asian Diaspora: Decolonizing the Gaze, 
Locating Subjectivity (1997) pp77-79 
For more, consult Globalization in India: Contents and Discontents p156 and South Asian Folklore: An 
Encyclopedia: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka (2003) p99 
71 “A part of the euphoria around this color (in the 1920’s) that was essentially a kacha colour at that point 
of history can be explained in terms of an act of inflating local and regional past and its projection as 
national history” (139). See Sadan Jha’s Reverence, Resistance and Politics of Seeing the Indian National 
Flag	  
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Fig. 5. Cracking India Cover Design. Milkweed Editions, USA 1991. 

 

The importance of cultural capital appears in Milkweed’s decision to modify the 

cover for rerelease in 2006 (Figure 4). Ultimately, both 2006(Figure 4) and the original 

1991(Figure 5) American covers do not require knowledge about the 1947 Partition. 

Afterall, in an interview with Raju Moza, Sidhwa explains she renames Ice-Candy-Man 

because of the association of “candy men” with drug dealers. Sidhwa explains: “the 

publisher thought the title Cracking India suited the contents of the book better and I 

agreed with them.”72  Street vendors do not remain a popular aspect of American culture. 

However, “Ice-candy man” and other jobs like leatherworkers and masseurs remain 

                                                
72 Sidhwa, Bapsi. Interviewed by Raju Moza. “Bapsi Sidhwa on Growing up in Pakistan, Writing and the 
Future of the Parsi Community,” Huffington Post, 2015. Web.30 Mar. 2016. 
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essential to Sidhwa’s plot because of her emphasis on class, ethnic, and religious 

distinctions. Yet, while the caste system and social mobility play a large role in Indian 

history and the actual plot of Cracking India, Sidhwa also shows how a completely 

separate title can also attract an audience without that same cultural knowledge or 

background. Still, the task of marketing, in this case the title change geared towards 

Americans, enables Americans without actual experience abroad or academic 

specialization—but the desire to understand it—to now be a part of the audience.  

The newest rerelease of the original title Ice Candy Man in May 2016 (See Figure 

7) further reinforces the duality of this debate. Although the title may be a mystery as 

“Ice Candy Man,” the actual image is attention grabbing and appealing enough to bridge 

the cultural gap.   The most recent release, by Daunt Books May 2016 in London, 

confirms the prevalence of an author’s marketability in the literary marketplace, as her 

book will be rereleased under the original title with an upgraded cover. Figure Seven 

shows pops of color and a playful image of a young girl silhouette—still subtly featuring 

Lenny’s disabled leg.  The cover does not harken images of Masseur’s mutilated body or 

Ayah’s objectification. Rather, the novel invites ideas of a lighthearted adventure. The 

fresh and widely accessible image suggests the importance of reinforcing a persona—

perhaps even more important for Sidhwa than Rushdie because of her lack of preexisting 

reputation outside both the South Asian literature and history circle, as well as 

communities in Pakistan and India. Sidhwa’s varying American (Figures 4 and 5) and 

British book covers (Figures 6 and 7) further adds to her image as one that needs 

reinforcement. Figure 6 demonstrates a lack of memorability, while Figure 7 arguably 
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over compensates, yet remains noteworthy. Images, selected reviews, and titles—all 

representations of Sidhwa and her craft— stand out more than her actual name. 

 

  
 
Fig. 6. Ice-Candy-Man Original Cover. London: William Heinemann, 1988.73 

                                                
73 “Daunt Books is a chain of bookstores in London (traditionally they specialized in travel books) First 
published by William Heinemann Ltd 1988, known for authors like Chinua Achebe and H.F. Wells. 
The UK trade books are owned now by Random House, while the UK education imprint is a part of 
Pearson. “William Heinemann publishes acclaimed fiction from both sides of the Atlantic – David 
Vann, Douglas Coupland, Nicola Barker, James Ellroy, Nick Harkaway, John Niven, Paul Harding 
(winner of the Pulitzer Prize), Jenni Fagan (a Granta Best Young British Novelist), Johanna Skibsrud 
(winner of the Giller Prize), Lauren Groff, Jonathan Lee and, in translation, Michel Houellebecq 
(winner of the Prix Goncourt), as well as some of the best upmarket crime and thriller writers, 
including Thomas Harris, Don Winslow and Donna Leon.” (Daunt Books Official Website)  
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Fig. 7. Ice Candy Man Released Cover. Daunt Books. London: Daunt Books, 26 May 2016.74 

 
 

While Rushdie’s name or praise is not on the front cover of the 2016 edition, it is 

important to note how the praise differs from the American Cracking India Milkweed 

editions. The quote on the cover by Kamila Shamsie reads: “A ground-breaking writer, 

whose works have lost none of their freshness, humor or heart.” By the time Sidhwa 

releases Ice-Candy Man in 2016, she has gained enough cultural capital to use a reviewer 

with less celebrity than Rushdie. Kamila Shamsie arguably occupies a similar position in 

the literary marketplace as Bapsi Sidhwa, as they are both Pakistani female writers with 

substantial literary credibility primarily in their local regions. Such a tactic then arguably 
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keeps the attention on Sidhwa or alternatively meshes the two together as analogous; 

however, most importantly, Sidhwa’s status as a writer of Partition fiction, in particular, 

remains solidified rather than compromised through association of Rushdie’s Midnight’s 

Children (possibly the most famous South Asian Partition novel).  Additionally, although 

Rushdie’s name is not on the cover, it is imperative to note the first line of praise online 

on the Daunt Books Publishing official website is by Salman Rushdie: “Bapsi Sidhwa’s 

voice, comic, serious, subtle, always sprightly, is an important one to hear. I’m delighted 

to see her terrific novels back in print.” 75 Although Rushdie’s praise is not on the front 

cover and he claims Sidhwa’s voice “is an important one to hear,” he cleverly manages to 

still associate himself with Sidhwa’s work—thereby making his voice important. In the 

current digital world, Rushdie’s online presence possibly even reaches a wider audience.  

It is striking that the Figure 7 (Ice-Candy Man, Daunt Books) cover design is 

evocative, if not an imitation of, Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird (Figure 8). The only 

differences surface as the difference between the caged bird and free bird, mimicking the 

presence of disability through the caged bird. Additionally, the feminization of Lenny 

verses the androgyny of Scout, (silhouette features her wearing pants as opposed to a 

dress).  The direct appeal of using a design mirror Harper Lee’s cover reveals Sidhwa’s 

book requires the marketing strategy of mass appeal. 

 

                                                
75 “Ice-Candy Man Book Overview,” Daunt Books Publishing, n.d. Web. 30 Mar. 2016. 
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Fig. 8. Coleman, Sarah Jane. Cover Illustration. To Kill a Mockingbird Anniversary Edition Hatchett 
Books, 2010. Print. 
 

The literary marketplace clearly encourages surface level appeal to market often 

“metropolitan” and “privileged” markets—or in this case avid readers.  Differences are 

certainly evident—the colors are polar opposites: sepia vs bright, yet cooler colors aqua, 

pinks, and purple. Both books cover dark material, yet Sidhwa’s cover design conceals 

such an image unlike To Kill A Mockingbird. The transition from the simple, understated, 

and abstract 1989 cover released in England (Figure 3) versus the most recent American 

and British covers (Figures 1 and 4) demonstrates an inclination towards more 

“approachable” covers—covers that appear playful and welcoming. Yet, these playful 

covers still encase regional stories with the potential for a global reach. To Kill a 
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Mockingbird, like Ice-Candy Man, is a regional story about global topics: racism, 

inequality, cruelty. Lee and Sidhwa share similarities through their dealings of social 

issues, for Lee talked about a racially segregated, divided American during the Great 

Depression, viewed through the eyes of children. Although in Lahore, Lenny witnesses 

the division and discrimination between Hindus and Muslims. Such a deliberately 

evocative cover design mirrors textual examples, such as Lee’s inquiry into moral and 

ethical development, as well as the power of stereotyping and discrimination. Harper Lee 

and Bapsi Sidhwa’s covers are not limited to comparison between each other—a further 

testament to the wider appeal of Figure 7. In particular, the caged bird in Figure 7 

arguably alludes to Maya Angelou's title, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. Comparing 

Sidhwa with Angelou reveals their respective local connections. Both women have strong 

regional appeals and are known for writing the experience of women. 

Textualizing the Commodification of Violence  

I now move to Rushdie and Sidhwa’s internal treatment of the text and how it also 

factors into the literary marketplace. I hope to extend this conversation to suggest the 

book as a particular commodity that needs to be interpreted both on externally and 

internal textual strategies. Each novel anticipates and textualizes its own 

commodification—both in relation to the global literary marketplace and how it encodes 

and capitalizes on representations of violence.  

Rushdie and Sidhwa present two different and contrasting modes on how their texts 

deal with the problems of representation. The main portions of this section, divided by 

author, demonstrate how Rushdie performs a meta-commentary through the shawl to 

show how his text is likewise a textualiztion of violence—both encoding actual histories 
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and then also obscuring them and capitalizing upon it. Conversely, Sidhwa’s social-

realism mode, in comparison to Rushdie’s postmodern mode, is not a text of a text. 

Rather, Sidhwa’s mode depends on doubleness such as the duality of recognition and 

deliberate misrecognition through the box in order to self-reflect how her book, unlike 

Rushdie, is a container (black box) of lost lives. Sidhwa also demonstrates how the social 

realist maneuver runs the risk of becoming the agent of violence in the act of 

representation. 

Rushdie and Sidhwa introduce and reinforce the notion that their books are 

commodities that code violence within the text and then are bought, resold, and 

reinterpreted. The process of exchange arguably leads to the possibility of “reselling” a 

notion of violence – whether idealistic or in line with a biased individual or collective 

memorialized history. Rushdie and Sidhwa commodify violence by reducing violence 

into objects (i.e. shawls and the black box). Those objects either get passed between 

hands or are exchanged. Then as a result, these movements and exchanges extend 

violence beyond the region. The actual book as commodity (Shame and Cracking India) 

then leaves regions (Pakistan and India)—and transposes Partition violence into other 

realms, like in the Global North (North America and Canada). 

Rushdie and Sidhwa’s literature adapts to their particular audiences through various 

noticeable ways like references to regionally specific songs, colloquial story references, 

relatable historical allusions, and Hindi, Urdu, Arabic slang.  Brouillette reminds us, the 

postcolonial writer has become “a profoundly complicit and compromised figure whose 

authority rests, however uncomfortably, in the nature of his connection to the specificity 
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of a given political location” (4).76  As a result, a certain amount of anxiety then results 

from the distribution of their books to “reading communities accessing privileged 

metropolitan markets” (4). Rushdie and Sidhwa demonstrate the marketability of 

balancing a reginal and global audience in order to captivate as many potential 

consumers as possible. Within this marketability, the topic of violence certainly factors 

into representation. Brouillette picks up were Huggan leaves off by reinstating how the 

commodity function of postcolonial texts is underrepresented.  If books are commodities, 

as I have previously discussed, then the ways in which specific aspects of partition, like 

violence, are perceived are crucial for the further exchange of these books.  

Rushdie writes as a celebrity with authorial responsibility to show fraught historical 

moments of Pakistan and Partition violence. Symbols like Rani’s eighteen shawls intrude 

the text and act as encoded commodities that “said the unspeakable things nobody wanted 

to hear” (201). Benjamin suggests, “there is no document of civilization, (in this case, 

artwork) which is not at the same time a document of barbarism.”77 Rushdie capitalizes 

on this idea through bringing violence to the forefront, but does so by making the shawls 

encode and decode the violence. It is the scarves—a commodity within themselves which 

then continues the process of translation through commodifying violence as a result. The 

scarves still remain as what is invisible; they represent the actual people who died and are 

then encoded in the art form.  

Rushdie first presents the shawls as, “an epitaph of wool” or “the eighteen shawls of 

memory” are first described “locked in a trunk” (201). The violence is contained, but 

                                                
76See Brouillette for more on Capitalism, cultural, production and commodification on 
pp3,15,47,49,66,104,180 
 See Benjamin’s On the Concept of History 
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Rani demonstrates the need to mark the violence before she passes the shawls onto her 

daughter by writing her a note. Rather than feeling shamed, she writes “her chosen title: 

‘The Shamelessness of Iskander the Great. And she would add a surprising signature: 

Rani Humayun. Her own name, retrieved from the mothballs of the past” (201).  She 

embeds her textual marker into the shawl and then “sent the trunk to Arjumand as a gift” 

(201).  The trunk ironically, and sarcastically, begins “as a gift,” but readers soon 

discover the shawls encode images like “the shawl of flesh and death”:“the people 

hanging upside down with dogs at their open guts, the people grinning lifelessly with 

bullet-holes for second mouths, the people unified in the worm-feast of that shawl of 

flesh and death” (205). Such an image is anything but a gift, yet demonstrates the 

accumulation of death into a mass image of violence as a commodified and unified 

experience.  The narrator explains, “I have lost count of the corpses on my shawl, twenty, 

fifty, a hundred thousand dead, who knows, and not enough scarlet thread on earth to 

show the blood” (205).  

Rani’s becomes her shawl’s deficiencies—the fabric of life. Unlike Bilquis, Rani 

embroiders her shawls—a way for her to maintain “dignity.” As Aijaz Ahmad suggests 

her dignitiy, “however, is the dignity of resignation” and “what we find is a gallery of 

women who are frigid and desexualized (Arjumand, the ‘Virgin Ironpants’) demented 

and moronic (the twenty-odd years of Zinobia’s childhood), dulled into nullity (Farah), 

driven to despair (Rani, Bilquis) or suicide (Good News Hyder), or embody sheer surreal 

incoherence and loss of individual identity (the Shakil sisters)” (144). However, unlike 

Ahmad suggests, Rani actually also simultaneously gains a voice in that she becomes a 

narrator—a fabricator. Shame makes apparent the double nature of writing and artwork as 
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modes of violence. Through this ekphraris, the verbal art of Rushdie’s narrator describes 

and becomes visual art.  Roshin George writes, “Though presented as a peripheral 

woman, her mind has layers and layers of meanings which cannot be fathomed” (144). 78 

Rani, then, is as an artist figure and reveals shame as a gendered logic—a logic that can 

be questioned and negotiated through the commodification of the violence that then 

reveals the inadequacies.   

The shawls propose that the logic of shame is identical to the project of translation, 

then revealing the commodification of violence as an act that is always in flux. In some 

ways the shawl is showing us a translation of the historical into the novel. As Syed 

Mujeebuddin suggests, “the embroidered shawls exemplify the ingenious, if tenuous, 

inter-textuality of Rushdie’s conceits” (141). Layering the text gives us a richer form; the 

shawl then is a translation of a translation. Rushdie’s consistent layering harkens 

Bahktin’s concept of the novel as a sponge—capable of absorbing and interpreting 

various forms.79 As Rushdie suggests, “it is normally supposed that something always 

gets lost in translation; I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be 

gained.”80 The reminders of translation bring the nature of the literary marketplace to the 

forefront through demonstrating the constant negotiation of the textual body.    

                                                
78 For more on shawls in Rushdie’s Shame see pp 6, 108, 144, 160 of Salman Rushdie: Critical Essays Vol. 
1. Especially, Pradip Kumar Dey’s “Shame and Midnight’s Children: A Postcolonial Critique,” Roshin 
George’s “Salman Rushdie’s Shame: History and Fiction,” and  Soumyajit Samanta’s “The Empire Writes 
Back: Salman Rusdhie and the Literature of Subversion” 
Also, J. Edward Mallot’s Memory, Nationalism, and Narrative in Contemporary South Asia, “Texts of 
Memory” pp140-1 
and Aijaz Ahmad, In Theory: Classes, Nations, Literatures, p144 
Gender and shawls: See Inderpal Grewal, “Salman Rushdie: Marginality, Women, and Shame,” Genders 
3.38 (Nov. 1988): 24-42. 
79 See Bahktin’s “Epic and Novel,” first section of The Dialogic Imagination	  
80 See p7, Rushdie, Salman. Imaginary Homelands: Essays and Criticism, 1981-1991. First American 
edition. London: Granta Books, 1991. 
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Moving from Rushdie, I examine Sidhwa’s mode. Sidhwa’s mode distinctly differs 

from Rushdie in that her book is not using a text in a text, but instead a box. She does not 

use techniques like ekphrasis. Instead, the “strange black box” is the book—both initially 

the carrier and container of lost lives and it is also the agent of violence that sanitizes the 

violence. It is in the doubling that there is an ambiguity. Sidhwa deliberately uses the tool 

of recognition and misrecognition to show duality and ambiguity. This ambiguity is 

distinctly a part of the social realist project to demonstrate how the carrier of lost lives is 

prevalent even as they are obscured. However, as I soon continue to discuss, the social 

realist mode runs the risk of becoming the agent of violence 

The looming presence of death and violence in both texts arguably manifests in the 

form of economic registers.  Both novels juxtapose the birth of a nation with 

consequences of nation building: violence, death, and pain. Sidhwa reminds readers of 

the above repercussions by focusing on the material and disperses the image of a “strange 

black box” throughout Cracking India. When the box first appears in the text, the 

children do not know how to interpret it and “wander about with glazed, preoccupied 

eyes and pinched faces” (111). Though first mistaken by the children for a coffin and 

later revealed as a gun, the box is used within the text to represent an indicator of blended 

identity and the passing along of the box shows how violence is passed down through 

various hands—across generations.  

                                                
Also, for more on translation see Martha J. Cutter’s Introduction “Translation as Transmigration” Cutter, 
Martha J. Lost and Found in Translation: Contemporary Ethnic American Writing and the Politics of 
Language Diversity. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005. Print. 
and Knowles, Sam. Travel Writing and the Transnational Author. Houndsmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2014. Print. 
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Foremost, the box demonstrates the passing down of violence, much like the shawls. 

The box disappears and reappears—as Lenny explains, “a strange black box makes its 

appearance in my parent’s bathroom” (110).  The box is repetitively deemed “strange” 

and the break in narration alienates the box. For example, there is a series of mediations, 

much like with disability as discussed in Chapter One, within the text necessary to access 

the moment. The gap separates the reader from accessing this “strange box” and 

simultaneously the children from understanding what it is and what it contains.  A few 

moments later, a more personal mediation occurs in the narration, finally granting what 

seems like closer access to the mystery. First person narration appears and Cousin alerts 

the other children: “‘I have seen something strange,’ confides Cousin portentously. 

‘Follow me.’” (110). However, the box is locked and Cousin has already previously 

realized this before showing the group. The children cannot contain their excitement as 

they pass stories among each other—arguably yet another replication of violence. Passive 

voice in the scene demonstrates the inherent distrust of the gun. The children suspect that 

the box contains a dead body. Using this line of thinking, in terms of violence, the box 

represents a physical manifestation of either a victory or loss, depending on which side of 

the conflict: 

 I tiptoe up the bathroom steps and approach the long box. It 

is as sinister as ever. I take Adi’s word for it that it is open 

but I dare not lift the lid. I have no wish to be scared out of 

my wits: What if it’s a grinning, skeletal corpse? Adi puts a 

cautioning finger on his lips and lifts the lid. Nestled in 

scarlet velvet, in a depression specially carved for it, like a 
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dark jewel in its settings, is an enormous double-barreled 

gun. I feel its smooth barrels and its polished wood. No 

wonder we couldn’t carry the box. The gun is heavy. 

(Sidhwa 63) 

The gun, “like a dark jewel in its settings” resting in “scarlet velvet” is presented in 

an appealing way that mixes beauty with a tool symbolically responsible for the 

mass carnage from the Partition.  

The room containing the “coffin,” later revealed as a gun, is sanitized before the 

children are tainted with a conflation of the reality of the violence occurring even before 

official Partition occurs. When Cousin opens the bathroom door, the children “get a whiff 

of Dettoll,” a British brand (UK Based Reckitt Benckiser Group and Introduced in 1936) 

of household antiseptic cleaner (110). Although a practical smell in a bathroom, there is 

significance in how the literal space where the kids see the box that looks “like a coffin 

for a very thin man” is cleansed, much less cleansed by a British product, further 

demonstrating their collective prominence and pervasion within Lahore. Sanitation 

evokes rituals of purity in death such as the cleansing of the body in traditional Muslim 

practices before buriali. The sanitation in a British context evokes the image of a more 

medicalized view of death, a death less bloody and more controlled than the deaths 

before, during, and after the Partition of India. 

The dual image of both the coffin and then the realization the box contains a gun 

lends to a reading of the literal sanitizing of the gun. A sanitized gun suggests that it has 

once been used and then a need to absolve the committed injustice after the violence. 

Sanitation, also a repetitive, cyclical process, much like identity formation within a scene 
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that is actually about a signifier of death, war, and imperial rule, is misleading. Still, 

Sidhwa plays with the location to suggest the misplacement and hybrid identity existent 

within one space—identity of self and of nation, India, later into divided two separate 

nations. The coffin lets Sidhwa control her own commodification 

Interconnections 

The literary marketplace remains a contested terrain. It is highly uneven, as seen 

through how Rushdie occupies a much more central canonical position within that 

marketplace. We can also see part of the reason Rushdie’s substantial cultural capital is 

partly due to Satanic Verses and Midnight’s Children. His mode of writing also 

corresponds with certain readership’s taste. He is constantly self-reflexive, has the status 

as a translated man, and contrasts high and low culture. The way his books are designed 

and promoted correspond with his standing in the literary marketplace. Sidhwa occupies 

a peripheral space and a more local position in comparison to Rushdie’s cosmopolitan 

perspective. Sidhwa’s visibility and legibility in the literary marketplace depends in part 

on the imprint of Rushdie.  As I have previously discussed, the power of cultural capital 

could not be clearer than through Sidhwa’s rerelease of Ice-Candy Man; Sidhwa now has 

the cultural capital to rerelease her book as the original title without worrying whether 

audiences understand the title. Sidhwa is able to do this both because the book has now 

gained previous recognition and also because she is now an established (although still not 

as prominent as Rushdie) writer in the literary marketplace. Rushdie continues to 

demonstrate cultural capital through his proliferation of book covers of the same title, 

Shame, which is just another testament to his centrality. 
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Book Covers and Intertextual Violence 

Ultimately, I am not insinuating the book covers reflect the problem of violence from 

Partition. In fact, they are not; rather, the covers demonstrate how it is necessary to lure 

readers into the topics Rushdie and Sidhwa discuss so that potential readers can learn 

about something different, something new.  The covers literally obscure the violence, 

revealing how publishing industries are selling a certain kind of exoticism. If as Marx and 

Benjamin say, that the commodity form has a veneer, then in this case, the cover acts as 

that shiny façade and disguises the reality of the product.  But, what the commodity often 

disguises are the violence and realities of its own production. Further, along this line of 

thought, Sidhwa and Rushdie arguably realize they are going to be promoted as world 

authors or postcolonial authors and they are going to be targeted for readerships in the 

global north. So, a celebrity like Rushdie is going to enjoy fifty-seven different covers 

and as a result further employ his cultural capital. Conversely, someone like Sidhwa is 

going to depend upon the cultural capital of others to gain visibility. In both instances we 

have a certain kind of exoticism perpetuated through the market. Nonetheless, both 

authors stage their own commodification inside the text, further reiterating the strategic 

marketability of postcolonial texts like Shame and Cracking India. 
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CONCLUSION 

“More Beef” 
 

Even almost seventy years later, religious, ethnic, and political barriers still exist 

and remain at the center of national turmoil. Although India and Pakistan are now 

literally divided, scenes of mass communal violence and brutal murders still occur. As I 

have hoped to demonstrate through close readings of Rushdie’s Shame and Sidhwa’s 

Cracking India, religious and ethnic conflict extends into an overarching discussion of 

the postcolonial body. Even in the contemporary moment, prejudice and violence still 

manifest in corporeal ways, such as the graphic murders associated with India’s ongoing 

debate over meat politics, specifically beef. As the BBC reports, slaughter of cows is a 

sensitive issue in India, “as the animal is considered sacred by Hindus, who comprise 

eighty percent of the country's 1.2bn people.”81 Uttar Pradesh is one of numerous Indian 

states who have taken the banning of beef to a higher level through legal action by 

enforcing laws banning cow slaughter, selling of beef, and the consumption of such 

products. Typically, beef is usually more expensive than alternatives like lamb—pointing 

to persisting class and caste system divides. Even further, the debates about eating beef 

have become widespread, as the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) Asian Program 

explains, “the violence over the tightening of laws banning the consumption of beef in 

parts of India and debate over the reach of a right-wing Hindu agenda are having an 

impact on press freedom”(Sumit Galhotra).82 Within this realm, the accusation of Hindus 

                                                
81 “Why India man was lynched over beef rumors.” BBC India. 1 Oct. 2015. BBC. Web. 21 Mar. 2016	  
<http://www.bbc.com/news/world-‐asia-‐india-‐34409354>. 
82 See Sumit Galhotra’s, “In India, politics of beef and rising intolerance threaten press freedom” 
Committee to Protect Journalists. 3 Nov 2015.  Galhotra writes, “An editor who wrote about the benefits of 
beef was fired last week, journalists have received death threats from extremist groups, and writers have 
handed back awards in protest of what they see as the government's failure to address a rising tide of 
intolerance.” 
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eating beef has resulted in aggressive violence, ranging from communal outrage to 

lynching—much like the violence before, during, and immediately after the 1947 

Partition of India. 

 For example, in 2015, Mohammad Akhlaq, a farm worker, was hauled from his 

home in the village of Dadri and was beaten to death by an Indian mob after rumors had 

circulated his family was eating and storing beef. Mohammad and his son, Danish, were 

both beaten with bricks and stabbed repeatedly.  Mohammad Akhlaq’s mother 

commented to BBC, "I asked them how can we bring a cow into the house without 

anyone seeing? We are the only Muslim family in this neighbourhood” (BBC). Similar to 

my previous discussions in Chapters One and Two, the tension between Muslims and 

Hindus remains at the center of this outrage. Mohammad Akhlaq’s brother explained, 

“We were completely taken by surprise. Although it is true that we are the only Muslim 

family here, we have been living here for four generations and had never faced any issues 

before"(BBC).  News sources and police later tracked connections with the rumors to the 

local Hindu Temple. “It was only later that we got to know that an announcement that 

someone had slaughtered and eaten a cow had been made from the Hindu temple,” 

Akhlaq’s daughter told the AFP news agency.  Although such accusations have been 

contested, further suspicious details remain; “locals told the BBC that some unknown 

people had jumped into the temple and used the public address system, insisting that 

temple authorities had been ‘sick’ and were therefore innocent” (BBC). The cycle of 

violence continued after the initial murder, as communal violence erupted against police 

action. Police in turn retaliated with excessive force.  
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Much like Partition violence, not only did once communal neighbors change 

overnight in enemies, but this particular event was also suspected to be politically 

motivated, as state assembly elections were upcoming. The interconnection of violence 

with both the human body and the sacred body of the cow show the conflation of religion 

and supposed freedom. Mohammad Akhlaq’s murder represents a much larger political 

debate over the consumption of beef. The debate shows an entire historical background 

engrained in acts of violence. 

In a project like this one, there is substantial room for expansion through 

contextualizing history as seen above. Ultimately, this project is ambitious in that it 

reaches across multiple decades and compares two complex countries—not to mention 

two multifaceted authors. In regards to expanding my historical emphasis, I would 

additionally include an in-depth discussion of Gyanendra Pandey’s scholarship on the 

construction of communalism in India and further illuminate a literary analysis of 

violence and communalism in order to further understand Ice-Candy Man’s complexities 

and the political turmoil layered in Shame. 

Both Bapsi Sidhwa and Salman Rushdie highlight different narrative or textual 

strategies for representing violence of partition and its effects on the postcolonial body. 

Form differs between Sidhwa and Rushdie, as can been seen through the actual 

structuring of the chapters and pacing of the novel. Sidhwa uses shorter chapter 

sequencing by dividing Cracking India into thirty two concise chapters. Rushdie uses 

five separate titled sections, consisting of twelve total titled chapters. The use of title 

names and this double division of chapters further reiterates Rushdie’s style of 

storytelling within stories.  
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Moments of gendered violence in both Rushdie’s Shame and Sidhwa’s Cracking 

India demonstrate how both male and female genders not only are shamed, but the act of 

shaming and embodiment of shame is a relentless cycle, suggesting shame is both 

preexistent and further driven as it is a side effect of a divided nation.  Lenny and 

Sufyia’s narrations are a starting point for pinpointing repercussions of violence: erasure 

and duplication. It is important both Rushdie and Sidhwa write gender and violence in 

this way so that readers understand their different approaches to history. Sidhwa 

approaches the retelling of Partition through a female perspective, specifically with the 

idea of (re)writing the woman. Sidhwa’s inclusive model further reveals modes of 

masculinity and femininity that would otherwise be overlooked.  Rushdie’s postmodern 

model is much more fantastical and draws from other eroticized literary histories. 

However, in different styles, they expose the violence of nationhood and a need to 

represent violence, especially looking to bodies and experiences otherwise silent or 

invisible. 

Their self-reflexive nature leads then to violence of representation and how rewriting 

becomes entangled and imbricated in the global literary marketplace. Writing within 

political and economic complexities that extend far beyond 1947, Rushdie and Sidhwa 

demonstrate how literature (and arguably the world) remains tangled in capitalistic 

mechanisms that propel the global literary marketplace. Both authors are not only 

thoroughly enmeshed and saturated within their own political history, but also within the 

capitalistic mechanisms which propel them in the first place. We can then see much more 

clearly the unevenness of the literary marketplace. For example, we can see the economic 
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and social disparities. So, as a result, it is evident both authors adapt two strategies in the 

literary field. As a result, there disparities even appear through cover design. 

When viewed alongside one another, Sidhwa and Rushdie demonstrate three core 

points: it important to read literature that represents violence, understand how literature is 

a commodity, and understand different strategies writers use, such as self-reflexivity, 

meta-commentary, realism, or otherwise. When all three aspects are viewed together, we 

have an elevated view of how a given piece of literature reflects on the mediation of 

violence and violence of representation. Only after viewing these aspects, we then not 

only have an enriched understanding of how both cultural production relates to actual 

histories of violence, but also the mechanisms which perpetuate inequality.   
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Historical and Corresponding Literary Timeline 
 

*The literary Events listed below focus on the Indian novel in English as pertains to my study. This is by no means an 
all-encompassing list of the complex history of India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. Due to the abundance of historical 
events, dates listed below will primarily correlate with the events discussed in the novels or events fundamental to 
understanding these occurrences.  

 
Year Historical Literary 

1920-1922 Mahatma Gandhi begins anti-British civil 
disobedience campaign  

 

1930 The Salt March, also known as the Salt Satyagraha, 
began on March 12th, 1930 and was an important 
part of the Indian Independence movement. It was a 
direct action campaign of tax resistance and non-
violent protest against the British salt monopoly in 
colonial India, and triggered the wider Civil 
Disobedience Movement. This was the most 
significant organized challenge to British authority 
since the Non-cooperation movement of 1920–22, 
and directly followed the Purna Swaraj declaration 
of independence by the Indian National Congress 
on 26 January 1930. 

The massacre at the Qissa Khawani Bazaar (the 
Storytellers Market) in Peshawar, British India 
(modern day Pakistan) on 23 April 1930 remains 
one of the crucial moments in the non-violent 
struggle in Indian independence movement. 
(Remains the first major confrontation between 
British troops and non-violent demonstrators) 

 

1942-43 Congress starts “Quit India” movement   

1946 Partition plans announced and as a result communal 
riots occur. 

 

1947 Newly Independent India and Pakistan 

Hundreds of thousands die in communal violence 
after partition Muslim state of East and West 
Pakistan created out of partition of India at the end 
of British rule. 

 

1948 Mahatma Gandhi assassinated by Hindu extremist  

War with Pakistan over Kashmir 

 

1951-52 Congress Party wins first general election under 
Jawaharlal Nehru 

 

1956 Pakistan constitution claims Pakistan as Islamic 
republic 

Khushwant Singh's Train To Pakistan (1956) First 
Partition Novel Published in English Published by 
Chatto& Windus, Originally Imprint of Random 
House 

1962 China wins border war against India  
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1964 Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru dies  

1965 Second war (with Pakistan) over Kashmir  The Viking Press, Originally imprint of Penguin 
Publishes Manohar Malgonkar’s Bend in the 
Ganges(1965) 

1966 Nehru’s daughter Indira Gandhi becomes Prime 
Minister 

 

1969 Gujarat riots  

1971-72 Third war with Pakistan over creation of 
Bangladesh (former East Pakistan) 

 

1971 East Pakistan attempts to succeed. India sides with 
East Pakistan 

East Pakistan becomes Bangladesh. 

 

1973 Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto become prime minister  

1974   

1975 Indira Gandhi claimed guilty of election fraud. Chaman Nahal’s Azadi 

Larry Collins’ Freedom at Midnight 

1977 Indira Gandhi’s Congress Party loses general 
elections. 

General Zia ul-Haq launches military coup 

Riots occur over voter-rigging by Zulfiqar Ali 
Bhutto’s Pakistan people’s party(PPP) 

 

1978 Zia becomes president Bapsi Sidhwa’s The Crow Eaters 

1979 Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto hanged  

1980 Moradabad riots Anita Desai’s Clear Light of Day 

1981  Rushdie publishes Midnight's Children (Jonathon 
Cape, Imprint of Random House) 

Midnight’s Children wins Booker Prize 

1983  Rushdie publishes Shame 

1984 India army invades Golden Temple to demolish 
Sikh militants\ 

 

1984 Bhiwandi riot due to the placement of Saffron 
flag  on top of mosque 

 

Bapsi Sidhwa’s The Bride 
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Indira Gandhi assassinated by Sikh 
bodyguards 

1985 Gujarat riots 

 

 

1986 Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto's daughter Benazir returns 
from exile to lead PPP 

 

1988 Benazir Bhutto becomes Prime Minister Bapsi Sidhwa Ice-Candy Man  

Bloomsbury Publishing Ltd in Great Britain 
publishes Amitav Ghosh’s The Shadow Lines 

Rushdie’s Satanic Verses 

1989  Ayatollah issues fatwa against Rushdie 

 

Viking Penguin publishes Amitav Ghosh’s The 
Shadow Lines in the United States 

1990 Benazir Bhutto dismissed as prime minister 
due to claims of corruption. Muslim separatist 
groups begin campaign of violence in 
Kashmir. 

 

1991 Rajiv Gandhi assassinated by suicide bomber Milkweed Editions publishes Sidhwa’s Ice-Candy 
Man under the title Cracking India in the USA 

1992 Bombay riots  

1997   Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small Things  

1999 Army chief Pervez Musharraf seizes power in 
coup, ousting Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif.  

What the Body Remembers by Shauna Singh 
Baldwin 

2000  Salt and Saffron by Kamila Shamsie 

2001  The Death of Vishnu by Manil Suri  

2002 Gujarat riots because of the train burning in 
Godhra that killed 58 Hindus. As a result of the 
violence, an estimated 790 Muslims and 255 
Hindus died, while 2500 people were injured non-
fatally 
 

  

2006 Vadodara riots  
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2007 Benazir Bhutto is assassinated while on campaign 
trail for 2008 parliamentary election. 
 

 

2013 Nawaz Sharif (Muslim League Party)becomes 
prime minister (for the third time)  
 
2013 Muzaffarnagar  riots 
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